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THE  DENE  LANGUAGES. 
COJlsidered  ut  Themselves and Incidetztally  ilt  their  Relations  to  Jlloll-
A merican Idioms. 
By THE REV. FATHER A. G.  MORICE,.O.M.I. 
(Read I9th  April,  I890.j 
INTRODUCTION. 
Among  the allied  sciences  which  concur in  lending  ancillary  aid  to 
Ethnology none can be compared to Philology.  Anthropology's services 
are valuable, it is true;  yet  its investigations  tend to the solution  more 
of  racial than of ethnic problems.  Archceology can hardly be regarded as 
an infallIble criterion of ethnological certitude, since we find among peo-
ples confessedly heterogeneous  implements and  sometimes  monuments 
of striking similarity.  Mythology or Dremonology can still less aspire to 
the first place in the ethnologist's esteem;  for, not  to  speak of the uni-
versality of certain myths or beliefs, a  people's  legends and its very theo-
gomy itself are liable to yield to the latent pressure exercised  by foreign 
nations through  migrations, captivity or  commiscegenation.  Sociology 
can lay claim to great importance indeed; still it cannot be assigned the 
first rank among Ethnology's satellites, since we  find among such ethni-
cally different peoples as  the Jews and the Caffil's, observances the iden-
tity of which would lead to false conclusions were  Sociology allowed suo 
preme importance in the decision of ethnological questions.* 
Sur.h is not the case with philology,  " Nothing is  more  characteristic 
of the intellectual existence of man than language," says  Gallatin.t  " It 
is found to be a  more enduring monument  of ancient affinities than  the 
physical type, and  there  is no  tribe, however  situated, from  which this 
proof of affiliation should not be obtained."  This opinion is corroborated 
by a  contemporaneous author, Horatio Hale, in a  paper read so~e years 
"The most  striking instance adducible in  confirmation of these and  the following remarks  is 
that of the Nab~joe;; of New Mexico arld Arizona.  Those  aborigines  who  are  geographically 
surrounded by heterogeneolls tribes, and inhabit a country some 1,500 miles south of the most sou-
thern Denes' hunting grounds differ  in physical type, natural  dispositions, manners and customs 
from our Indians.  Their legends, myths and religious observances have no equivalents here, and 
yet their speech stamps them at once as an offshoot of the great Dene family, 
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ago before the American  Association  for  the  Advancement of Science, 
the fundamental proposition of which is that  <c the  only satisfactory evi-
dence of affiliation or direct relationship of  two communities, apart from 
authentic historical records, is their speech."* 
Well might that multifariously-gifted philosopher Leibnitz deplore the 
carelessness of the explorers of his time, who did not think it worth their 
while  to  collect  vocabularies  of  the  languages  spoken  by the nations 
they pretended to make known to the civilized world.  "C'est un grand 
defaut,"  he says,  "que ceux qui font des descriptions de  pays et des re-
lations de voyages oublient d'ajouter  des  essais des langues des peuples, 
of car cela servirait pour en faire connaitre les origines."t  This reproach 
the German philosopher, though addressed to travellers in foreign lands, 
might  be construed as  applying with  even  a  greater degree of force to 
. those who, like  the missionaries, are by the nature  itself of their avoca-
tion bound to reside among the natives of  the countries  they evangelize. 
Not to deserve it, I, for one, shall attempt to unfold to the appreciation of 
the indulgent philologist the beauties of the languages spoken by a  family 
of American aborigines  who, if low  in  the  social.  scale, still possess  in 
their native  dialects vehicles  for thought  more  expressive, and, in  their 
own way, richer than  that of many civilized  nations.  I  mean  the lan-
guages of the Dene Indians, of whom I  have given  a  sociological outline 
in a late fasciculus of the "Proceedings" of the Ca.nadian Institute.t 
For the benefit of those who may not have read it, let me state that by 
Denes I  mean that large family of Indians more commonly known under 
the inappropriate§ names of Tinne, Tinneh, or  Athabaskan.  It extends 
west  of  the  Rockies  from  the  5 rO  latitude  north  and  east  of that 
range  of  mountains  from  the  Southern  Branch  of the  Saskatchewan 
to the territory of the  Esquirnaux.  Apart from  the Nabajoes  of New 
Mexico, who  are ethnologicalIy connected therewith, it is divided  into a 
dozen or more tribes speaking as many dialects. 
For the sake  of briefness, all the aboriginal terms unavoidably used in 
the  course  of this  monograph  shall  be, unless  otherwise noted,  in  the 
dialect  of the  Carriers,  the  most  important of the  \Nestern  tribes.  I 
shall also, to facilitate the intelligence of some of my remarks, occasion-
ally point out the relations of these idioms to the principal other linguistic 
groups, esptcialIy the classical tongues. 
il'Am.  Antiquarian, IV., Nos.  I  and 2. 
tLeibnitz, Mo1tZmumta vana i1tedita, ex llfusa:o J Feller,  tom.  IX., p.  595, Jena 17I7. 
:~Proceec1ings of the Canadian Institute, Octob. 1889, p. 109 aml seq. 
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CHAPTER  1. 
PHONETICS  AND  GRAPHIC  SIGNS. 
And first a  word  concerning the Dene  Alphabet.  To  be complete, it 
should  count-apart  from  reduplicated  but  phonetically  unchanged 
lette1's-no less  than 60  graphic  signs,  r 3 of which to represent vowels, 
39 for simple and 8  for double consonants. 
The vowels  are  a,  ~, re,  e,  e,  e.  i, I, 0, Cl,  u,  u,  U.  They  are  all  pro-
nounced as in  French except lE which cOlTesponds to the French e in je, 
te,  [e /  if which is sounded as the e in the French word "mets";  } as that· 
of the English "ten";  e and u  which have the Italian and it the German· 
sound.  The use of the latter is confined to a  few insignificant  bands of 
Aborigines who have made the Rocky IVlountains their home. 
The 29 simple consonants are b, d, f, g, J: k, x,  k, I, r,  1n, n, ft, N, p, q, q, r, 
,t, R, s, ;, t,  ~,  ·v, 'lV, y, z.  They are all sounded as'  in English with the 'ex-
ception  of the  following:  It  is strongly aspirated; j  is pl'Ol1ounced as in 
French;  it as in Spanish*;  N  is nasal;  l  is  a  lingualo-sibilant which is 
obtained by the  emission of a  hissing sound on both sides of the tongue 
curved  upwards  previous  to  its  striking  the  lingual  letter j  r  is  the 
result of uvular vibrations;  X and .t are  respectively k  and r  pronounced 
with  a  very guttural  inflection;  R  is  the  common  r  of  the  l~omance 
languages,  and  is  proper to  a  handful  of Rocky  Mountain  Denes;  q 
corresponds to the hard C  in the words"  ClEltr, cltre" such as pronounced 
by North-western  Frenchmen: it  can  be  described  as approaching  the 
sound of ty both letters being consonants and  sounded  simultaneously. 
The dot in  ~,  ~,  ~, adds  to  the  regular  pronunciation  of those  letters 
the  exploding  sound  peculiar  to  most  Indian  languages.  ~ is  pho-
netically intermediate between,s and sit.  The f  and  its co-relative v  are 
found only in the speech of a  few Eastern tribes. 
By double consonants  I  do not mean the mere  succession or grouping 
of two or more  of the above Jettel's retaining their  original  value  as tl, 
kw, krd/  . .  I  have in mind those consonants which, either are  differently 
pronounced when agglomerated, as elt,  or represent sounds which, though 
phonetically one, cannot  be  expressed  by any of our consonants taken 
separately.  There  are  eight such double consonants: sh, ell,  tit, kit, kr, 
l:r,  t-:  and  ~[.  The first two are pronounced as in English j  tit and kit are 
equivalent to t+1t and k+ll but are produced by a single emission of voice. 
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Such is  the case with  kr and kr, save that  the  sound  of the r in  this 
phonetic  compound is perceptible  only for the  natives  and  those who 
may have made a  specialty of the study of their language.  Ts and  ~t 
have the exploding sound and their value can hardly be taught otherwise 
than viva voce. 
To the foregoing should be added the hiatus (")  which has the effect of 
.abruptly interrupting the pronunciation and slightly elevating the tone of 
the syllable it follows. 
There is 110 accent in Dene. 
Besides, the Dene dialects  possess two genuine diphthongs: au and ai 
:r=ronounced l'espectively as the German au and the English long i in such 
words as "fire, mire," etc.  A  peculiarity of the language is that it avoids 
the succession of two vocalic sounds with as much care as the Polynesian 
idioms do the accumulation of consonants.  Thus" Leo" is pronounced 
" Leyo "  and " N oah, N owah " by our Indians. 
Among the  consonants band p,  d  and  t,  k  and g  are respectively Ull-
·differentiated  through  the  whole Dene linguistic  group.  They can  be 
interchanged without in the least affecting the sense of the word, whilst 
! and f' p.and v, ts and kw or k~, t-:  and ~w  are co-affin and transmut-
able from dialect to dialect and particularize the tribe to which the orato!' 
belongs.  The same remark applies, but in a  broader sense, to the vowels, 
.all of which  admit of the possibility of being transmuted with  another, 
no matter how great  its  phonetical dissimilarity.  This last peculiarity 
will no doubt strike the comparative philologist as an important point of 
resemblance  between the Dene and the Semitic languages.  Non-trans-
mutable consonants characterize the idiom and  lexically  differentiate it 
from other mother tongues or linguistic families, while the vowels specify 
the dialect and change from  tribe to tribe.  A  few  examples  will  illus-
trate my meaning ;-
MAN is kiat in KitiksOll or Abna (Skeena  River  idiom) 
'Carder, the language of the Kitiksons' eastern neighbours. 
rendered by t-:eemi!lilz;  CANOE  by meel;  RAIN  by 'Zv£sh 
and  teene  in 
BEAVER  is 
in  Kitikson, 
while the Carriers use the words tsa,  t~t~ and chaJz  respectively to express 
the same ideas.  These terms being roots in both languages, the dissimi-
litude of their main constituent part, the consonants, suffices to immedi-
ately aronse in the mind of the philologist a suspicion of diversity of lan-
guage, which a prolonged investigation does not fail  to  confirm. 
Let  us  now  examine  the  same  l'Oot  words  in  the  various  Dene 
,dialects. 
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MAN  is  tome in Carrier, tlEm' in ChifXohtin.  thze in Sekanais;  tana in 
Nabajo, and dim!, dane, deJut,  dine, dune in other eastern dialects. 
BEAVER is called tsa, tse, tsi and tso,  according to the dialect. 
CANOE is rendered by t~i,  t~e and t:1t,  relatively to the different tribes> 
RAIN is translated chan, chonand chihz in Carrier, Hare and Loucheux 
respectively> 
Here the similarity of the consonants  through the  various dialects at 
once  strikes  us  as·  suggestive  of philological  affinity.  Furthermore, a 
searching analysis of the elements which concur in  the formation of the 
root will reveal the fact that the real radical for "man" in Dene, considered 
as  a  distinct linguistic stock, is t-n- or its equivalent d-n-, while  that for 
" beaver"  is  ts-,  that  for  "canoe,"  ts-,  and  that for  "rain"  elt-n,  the 
hyphen  replacing  the  vowels, which>  as  we  see,  have  but  secondary 
importance. 
As another instance of the preponderating role  played  by the conso-
nant, let us take for examination  the Loucheux  word  Tan.  A  linguist 
unmindful of the foregoing might, rather than  compare  it with  the Car-
rier word TIENnge, assign to it the same signification as the quasi-homony-
mous ChiCxohtin  Than.  Now it happens that Tall  means" foUl',"  while 
Than means" thl'ee," the T  simple running through all the dialects as the 
chief formative element of  the Dene  terms  for  "four,"  (tIENllge,  tingi, 
tblJli, tarzkre, tan, tij, whilst the TIt performs the same function, with  the 
help of variable  vowels  and  non-initial consonants, with  regard  to the 
different words used to express  our  English  "three,"  (tha,  than,  thake, 
thaqe, thaye, thteg. 
From which remarks I  think  I  am  warranted in deducing the, to me, 
self-evident  conclusion  that, in  so  far  as the root words are concerned, 
the phonetical graphic signs of the Dene languages might be reduced, as in 
the ancient Semitic tongues, to the mere consonants. 
No kind of writing ever obtained among the Denes previous to the dis-
covery of their country.  The missionaries tried to adapt to the language 
of the Eastern tribes  the syllabic  characters  invented  by the  late Mr. 
Evans,  But as one of them, a  pioneer  in  the Dene linguistic field well 
deserving of American scholars, the Rev. E  Petitot, judiciou,sly remarks: 
" cet alphabet  qui est parfaitement suffisant pour exprimer les 20 lettre5 
de la languc algonquine, est loin  de  n:"pondre aux exigences  de l'idiome 
dene-dindjie qui compte comme  nailS l'avons vu 71  sons  phonetiques."* 
*  Preds de  Grammaire comparee  pp.  XLIX.  aud L.,  Paris,  Lerqux  edite'ltr,  I876.  Rev. 
Petitot counts as different sounds those IJroducecl by doubled or consecutive  letters as  ss and tl 
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. Moreover, the signs of that alphabet are disposed without logic or method, 
which  is  a  very serious detect  when  it is a  question  of syllabics.  No 
effort had been made to  remedy this palpable deficiency until five  years 
ago when the writer of this paper devised the  following alphabet which, 
thanks to  the  methodical  disposition of its  signs  and  the  consequent 
facility in ascertaining their value, has since yielded the most encourag-
ing results. 
THE  NEW  METHODICAL  EA.SY  AND  COMPLETE  DENE 
SYLLABARY. 
Wlth  A  CE  E  IOU 






T  D  (1) 
Th· 
T 
<J  I>  [j>  [;>  D.  \l  A lc112e 
<>}:>~I\V  h 
« >  }:I>  ;J>  A  V  // 
«l>:O>~AV'  11 
..;;;:;;;.~~It\\V 
~~~~A\\V 
c=>::D~nu  T 
ODID800 
GDIDBc::lt:J 
P  B  (1)  a  D  :ID  B  ~  d 
(1 ) 
K  G, Kr  E:3:B:3 m w 
x'  Kh  8  B  EB  B  m DJ  \ 
K, Kr  8:  B  ffi  B  CQ  t.tJ  v  . 
(2) 
N  c.....).i)..:)'lG)~ 
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Z  c::J:::D:::)nu  zz 
Tz Dz  G  0  ill 8  Q  rJ  (4) 
S  S;::333mW  ss 
Sh  EE  B  B  B  m tt>  $ 
Ch  8i !B  iIB  !B  ffi  as 
Ts  888Bmw 
Ts  a  !E  8  B  m ttl 
Hiatus  - Accessories:  0  *' 
EXPLANATORY  NOTES. - (1)  These  letters  are  not  differentiated  in  Dene. 
(2)  v  is the nasal n.  (3)  z  is the Frenchj..  (4)  s  is ph~netical1y intermediate 
between $  and s.  * is  prefixed  to  proper names, and 0  IS  suffixed  to syllables 
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CHAPTER n. 
GENERAL  CHARACTERISTICS  OF  THE  DE1NE  LANGUAGES. 
It would be difficult to assign in one  word  the place which the Dene 
languages occupy among the chief classifications into which mouern philo-
logists  have divided the human speech  on  the basis  of its grammatical 
structure.  Certain writers, and even eminent scholars, too fond of gene-
raliz.ations, have given as characteristics of the American languages traits 
which really pertain only to some of them.  W. von H umboldt pointed to 
the agglutinative tendency of their verbs as to  their chief  characteristic% 
and Wiseman quotes in support of this view Malte Brun's remark to the 
effect that" this wonderful uniformity in the particular  manner of. fonn-
ing the conjugation of verbs from one extremity of America to the other 
favours in a  singular manner the supposition of a  primitive people which 
formed the common stock of the American indigenous natives."t  Now, 
it so  happens that the Dene verbs are not formed  by agglutination,:): and 
.are just as inflected as the Latin or Greek verbs. 
]ylore recently Dl·. ]. Hammond  TrumbulI, in  a  paper, otherwise  full 
"of valuable hints concerning the peculiarities of the Amei-ican  languages 
considered as an  independent  linguistic group, makes  the following  re-
marks, the  first  of which he  emphasizes  by the  use  of italics:  "The 
hzdiatt tlOlt7Z  is not separable as a part of  speech fro-m the verb.  Every name 
is not merely descriptive  but predicative.  In  short,  every Indian 
name is in fact a  verb."§  Yet, with all the respect due to such an autho-
l'ity on American philology as Dr. Trumbull, I  must state that there are 
in Dene many nouns which have no relation whatever to the verb;  nay, 
the great majority of them is altogether independent therefrom, and they 
are just as purely nominative as the English" house," "lake," " bear," etc. 
In a  former  paper I  have referred to the remarkable propensity of the 
Dene nation for the self-appropriation of  foreign  practices and  customs. 
Its language likewise presents to the investigator features so varied as to 
suggest a  mixed origin for the whole  stock, but  more  especially for  the 
Western tribes.  It is at the same  time compounding,  agglutinative,  in-
flective, and polysynthetic.1J  Not, of  course that  it  possesses  each and 
* Ajmd  Wise~aJ}, xii Lectures on the Connection betw. Science and Revel.  Lect. n. p. 82. 
t  Ibid. 
:j: At least as this word is now understood and applied by philologists. 
§ Transact. Am. Philol. Assoe. r869-70. 
n  I  apply to  tllese  epithets the sense given them in the  2d Edit. of Powell's  Introduc. to the 
Study of Incl. Lang. p. 56. 1889-90.J  THE  DlimE  LANGUAGES.  177 
everyone of  these  attributes  in each and  everyone of  its component 
parts.  But I  do affirm that we find them all in the  language considered 
as a  whole.  In other words the Dene has patent affinities with the Aryan, 
Turanian and Semitic tongues.  This I  hope to prove to the satisfaction 
of the reader in the following chapters. 
Another assertion  still more  common in  philological  writings and, in 
the light of the Dene vocabulary, quite  as groundless as the  preceding 
ones, is that abstract terms and words expressive of generality and col-
lectivity are wanting in the American  languages  which  are represented 
by some superficial observers as awkward in their syntax and very limited 
in their vocabulary.  I  admit that we must not look to the Dene idioms 
as to models  of phraseological  conciseness.  That most important pro-
perty of a  language, the power  of expressing  without  periphrases  the 
subtlest efforts of the human mind, is somewhat wanting in the ~peech of 
our Aborigines, whilst terms expressive of those abstract ideas the accu-
rate rendering of which  constitutes linguistic perfection  are  not, I  must 
confess, over numerous.  Yet the philologist who wishes to propose for the 
guidance of students a  rule of general import should, it seems, previously 
examine whether it is not too sweeping in its comprehensiveness.  That 
words expressive of abstractness are not altogether wanting in Dene will 
be proved by the foHowing nouns taken from the Carrier Vocabulary :-
TIi,  cold  (as  affecting. human 
body) 
Hol~wrez, cold  (referring to  the 
temperature) 
Srel, warmth 
Tsazrel, heat (of the sun) 







Shih, French"  essoujjlem8nt" 
Qan, old age 
Tai, famine 
N retJ:, effort  (physical) 
Nini, pleasure 
T~us, kiss (childish) 
lIreC, diurnal revolution of time 
Nuntse, bleeding of the nose 
Hok6s, haze 






Dnte,  love 
N cetai, dance 
N$ye, play 
Yathcek, talking 
Y uyuz, whistling 
Huzref,  time 
.  N eni, human mind 
Nezcel, human  soul (animating 
the body) 
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Nee~a, Indian game (Chinook: 
lahal) 
Atlih, Indian game (played with 
small sticks) 
Chahwozun,  hunger 
Khu, vomiting 
CEltoh,  cramp 
Tata, disease 
CElt~oef, bodily pain 
ftzi,  shivering 
CEt.enl~oh, work (to be done) 
Lla, manual labor 
Thih, frost 
Meessai,  Latin,  " ni/tuum;' 
French,  "  nea1Zt" 
N ezuf, human shade* 
H wolna, difficulty 
H woh~, easiness 
CEtata, olden time 
Horwoeneeta,  ceremonial  ban-
quetting 
Theee, kick 
Yaf,locomotion on two feet (hu-
man) 
Kweef, locomotion  on  four feet 
(and of birds) 
Kral, locomotion by running 
Pih,  "  "  swimming 
Khe,  «  In canoe 
K woez,  «  in sleigh,  etc. 
Besides,  the  third  person singular of several  verbs  IS  also  used  to 
render our abstract nouns. 
On  the  other hand, collectivity may be  said to be  expressed by such 
words as  tce~ai, ducks (of any species);  tm~ai-yaz, birds ;  Amttnaz~ animals, 
etc.  To  these  might  be  added,  mra,  French,  "poils," and  derivatives; 
ne-1za,  eyes;  ne-tzo,  ears;  ne-Ila,  hands;  1te-kht!,  feet;  lle-kran.  arms, 
which, though singular in form, are plural or collective in meaning. 
Lastly. netcets£n. tulthms mean respectively" brother" and  "sister" in 
the indefinite or general sense; nethms stands for ancestor without refer-
ence to his or her sex or degree of anteriodty;  1ZetlJ:en  qualifies any kins-
man or kinswoman;  neke-khehas almost the same signification, etc. 
However, I  must admit that the  Dene  languages  are  rather  poor  in 
such vocables.  This lexical scarcity is a  source of embarrassing perplex-
ity to the student who has not yet acquired the mode of thinking proper 
to  the  Indian  mind.  To  express,  for  instance,  abstract  ideas,  one 
must frequently  have recourse to  periphrases  which,  as  a  rule,  are  far 
from  rendering the  exact meaning of  the  Aryan  speaker.  Not only 
are  those  languages  deficient  in  the abstract form of many words, but 
even  those  sharp  distinctions between  the multiform operations  of the 
human  mind,  those  subtle  and  varied  feelings which agitate our heart, 
seem to be perfect mysteries  to the  Dene idioms.  A  single sentence or 
periphrastic locution  is all  that the Carrier  has  at  his  disposal  to  give 
utterance  to  such varied  movements  as  501"1'OW,  melancholy,  repen-
*See The Wester1t Dfmes, Proc.  Can. Inst., Oct. 1889, pp.  158,  159. 1889-90.]  THE  DENE  LANGUAGES.  119 
tance,  morosity,  displeasure,  etc.  When  moved  by any  of  these or 
cognate sentiments, he will never say but: stzt nda::ta, " my heart is sick." 
In  like  manner,  such  widely  different  moral  qualities  as  goodness, 
beauty,  handsomeness,  holiness,  liberality,  magnanimity,  benignity, 
svveetness,  etc.,  not only cannot be  expressed under their abstract form, 
but even  when presented  in  a  concrete  shape, as  a  personal  attribute, 
they have  no  other synonyms  in  Dene  than 1ZZlt,  "he is  good." 
Genuine synonyms  in  those  languages are  exceedingly rare.  In fact 
I  hardly know  of any two  words  employed  in one  village  to  express 
exactly the same object or action.  . Homonyms there are, but even these 
are wonderfully  scarce.  Quite  a  number of words  would  indeed pre-
sent to  the unobservant linguist appearances of phonetical identity;  but 
no  native  ear will ever mistake, for  instance, sa,  ,. sun"  for sa', "a long 
time'"  ntsi  "your head"  for  ntsz"  "he is  bad" etc  "  ,  ,  ,~ 
On the other hand,  owing to that synthetical  disposition  of most of 
the  Dene  verbs,  which is but  imperfectly developed in  our idioms,  per-
fect equivalents between that language and ours are-barring those terms 
"vhich are  roots in  Dene-rarer than  a  hasty  observer  would  at  first 
imagine.  As a proof of this assertion, let me open at random my Diction-
ary of Carrier Verbs.  One of the  first words that  falls under  my eyes 
is  the  French verb  "Briller,"  to  shine.  As an  equivalent,  therefore,  I 
have  written down pa::-sa-uda::nat,  Now, while that term is certainly the 
nearest synonymous word that could be found  to render the  idea repre-
sented by the French vocable, it  must  be  confessed  that it is  more  re-
stricted in its meaning.  Pa::-sa-udamat  (literally: "the sun  strikes it") 
denotes  a  kind of brilliancy  caused by the  reflection  of the  solar rays 
upon a  polished surface, and could but improperly be used  in connection 
with an object shining at night  through the agency of fire or some other 
cause. 
A  little lower down, in  the same column of my dictionary, I  find  the 
word" Brise ((:)tre)," to  be  broken.  In spite of its  I 50,000 or so verbal 
terms, the Carrier vocabulary does not  contain a single genuine equiva-
lent therefor.  But, to compensate for the lack of that term, what a  pro-
digious exuberance of differentiating forms!  Here I  must  respectfully 
demand of the detractors of Indian languages a  moment of attention.  In 
lieu of the single Aryan term, the American  dialect  under  review pos-
sesses no less than I 10 particuladzing substitutes, not oue of which could 
be indifferently used for the other.  They are expressive of-Ist, the ob-
ject employed to operate the breakage, viz., the fists or the feet, a  stick or 
a  whip, or of the cause of such  action as the wind, the explosion of fire-
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is whether it has been broken in one place or in  many, by the middle or 
otherwise, purposely or by accident, violently or by gentle pressure;  3rd, 
the form of the object, qualified, that is whether it  is elongated  or sphe-
roid, occupying a vast place or not, etc. 
IVIoreover these  I  IQ distinct verbs can be multiplied by four or five ac-
cOl'ding as  we  give  them  the iterative, initiative, terminative, etc. forms 
whereby their signification is also changed.  For, as we shall  see further 
on, these forms are not mere modes in the usual sense of the word.  Now, 
where is the Aryan or even the Semitic language which can boast of such 
lexical richness? 
N or should we  overlook  the  fact  that  this  wonderful  discriminative 
faculty is displayed in  connection with  each  and  every instrumentative 
verb,  and  that  almost any  other class  of  conjugatable terms  is  even 
superior in  the variety of its  forms  and the precision  and  nicety of its 
distinctions.  Let us  choose, for instance, the verbs of locomotion.  The 
single paradigm of the verb" to go" includes in my dictionary verbs that 
are totally different  according as  to whether the locomotion thereby ex-
pressed takes place on two or on four feet, by running or hopping, totter-
ing as a  drunk man or with  the  help of a  staff, creeping like a  snake  or 
jumping as a  frog, swimming  or  floating, packing or skating, playing or 
in a  state of madness, whistling or speaking, singing or grumbling, laugh-
ing or weeping, in sleigh or in canoe, paddling or sailing, diving down or 
in parallel  line with the  surface of the water, etc,-also according as  to 
whether the movement is that of an empty canoe or that of the sun, the 
stars, the clouds, the wind, the snow, the rain, the water, the earth,  (z'.e.  rela-
tively to a person drifting down stream), the fire, smoke, fog, ghosts, human 
mind, feather down, disease,  news, etc.-or again, whether it is that of an 
object elongated or spheroid, heavy or light, liquid  or liquefiable  granu-
lated, massive, soft, etc., etc. 
Furthermore, let us suppose that such varied locomotion takes place in 
the water and a~l of these individually different verbs  will be materially 
altered;  in  the  fire, and a similar-not  identical-variation  will  result. 
Nor is this all.  By giving them the negative,  usitative, causative, causa-
tivo-potential,  defective,  reciprocal,  initiative,  terminative and  iterative 
forms, each and everyone of them will thus be multiplied by the number 
of forms assumed.  And all the other verbs of locomotion can be affected 
by similar mutations! 
Now perhaps  I  shall  meet  with  incredulous  readers  when  I  affirm 
that this fecundity of the locomotive verbal stems is still surpassed by the 
prodigious particularizing  power evidenced by the  objective verbs.  Yet 
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their  forms.  What I  have already said will, I  trust, give  a  fair  enough 
idea  of  the  differentiating  superiority  of  the, Dene  over  the  Aryan 
languages.  I  shall content myself with stating that the single paradigm 
of the. verb" to put" contains  in  my dictionary (which  could  be  more 
complete) over 3,000 verbs  all  of which  differ in  meaning as well as in 
material  structure.  And  this  number  is  repeated  in  connection  with 
almost all the other objective verbs, which are quite numerous!  And to 
say that a child four or five years old possesses these innumerable vocables 
well nigh as perfectly as does his father and knows his extricate language 
infinitely better than  any French  academician  does  his  own plain and 
easy mother tongue!  Who will now vaunt the so much extolled mental 
superiority of the white race and despise the intellectual capacity of those 
poor "savages"? 
But we must descend from the heig-hts of admiration to the more pro-
. sate task of rapidly anal,rzing  the  different  parts  which  constitute this 
wonderful  speech. 
CHAPTER In. 
THE  NOUNS;  THEIR  VARIETIES  AND  INFLECTfONS. 
There are in Dene but  eight  different parts  of speech: the noun, the 
adjective, the pronoun, the adverb, the verb, the postposition, the conjunc-
tion and the inteljection.  Besides  the  verbs, the  immense  majority  of 
the adjectives ,as  we1l as many nouns and a  few adverbs  are susceptible 
of conjugation. 
Considered in their material structure and  etymology, the Dene nouns 
may be divided into four classes.  There are the primary roots which are 
all monosyllabic as in Chinese.  Such are )la, sky; tlut, water;  tse, stone; 
StES,  black  bear,  etc.  They are  essentially  nominative:  they  neither 
define nor describe  the  object they designate;  they mere.1y differentiate 
it from another.  I  consider them as the remnants of the primitive Dene 
language, inasmuch as they are to be found with little or no alteration in 
all the dialects of  the family, whatever  may be  the  distance intervening 
between the Aborigines who speak them. 
The second category comprises roots of simple ~mport which are genu-
ine unsynthetical substantives though polysyllabic, generally dissyllabic, 
in form.  To  this category belong words  as  ttEne,  man;  ts~klze, woman; 
ptEngram, lake, etc.  They possess, to a  limited extent, the' properties  of 
the monosyllabic roots, being  likewise  merely determinative  and  of  ten-
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The third  class  contains  composite nouns  formed, as a  rule, by com-
pounding,  though  sometimes  by  agglutinating,  monosyllabic  or  dis-
syllabic roots.  Such are lu-na-pa-ra (literally:  man-eyes-edge-hair), eye 
lashes;  tcepe-tt, wild sheep horns;  mai-re, vegetable oil, instead of mai-.te, 
literally fruit-oil.  These nouns being mere compounds of roots belonging 
to the two former categories have the same degree of relative immutable-
ness with  regard to the various dialects as the radicals  which  enter into 
their composition. 
The fourth and last  class is made  up  of verbal  nouns  which, as their 
name indicates, are nothing else than verbs in the impersonal or personal 
moods employed  to  qualify objects  of secondary import  with the help, 
sometimes of a  radical  noun,  sometimes  of a  pronoun, and always of a 
prepositive particle prefixed to, or incorporated in, the verbal substantive. 
Ofthi8 description are the words pe-ycelz-celq;cel (lit. with-earth-one-cleaves), 
plough ;  2t-~7.Vcet-~sO:?zta (lit. it-on-one-sits), seat; O:?!eJl-pa-yce.t (lit he-works-
for-house), work-shop.  These and  similarly formed  words are  the  only 
terms which fall under  the  too  comprehensive remark  of Dr. Trumbull 
quoted in the previous chapter. 
Of these four classes the first may be said to comprise about two-fifths 
of the whole aggregate of nouns, the  remaindel- being distributed in  al-
most equal proportions among the three other categories. 
In the foregoing we must  not  fail  to notice  two  grammatical  com-
bining processes common to some Aryan idioms, compounding and  ag-
glutination.  A  third process of a  different nature, change of meaning by 
intonation or vocal inflection obtains  also among  some-not all-of the 
Dene tribes.  Some of these intonations  are even proper to  fractions  of 
tribes only.  Thus ya which means" sky" in  almost  all the  dialects be-
comes  "louse"  to  a  Southern Carrier  when  pronounced  in  a  higher 
tone.  Northern Carriers have another vocal inflection which is combined 
with the final  hiatus and .  is also  peculiar  to  them.  Among them  cella 
means" hands" (of an animal):  with the  final  hiatus it  becomes  cella', 
<C bark" (of the  spruce).  5tse corresponds  to  the  English" my  stone," 
by adding to which the hiatus inflection we obtain 5tse', " my daughter" 
(as named by the father). 
Judging by the  restrictive  notes  contained within  the parenthesis  we 
perceive that the  Dcne nouns are  no  exception  to  the rule common  to 
most Indian languages which ascribes to the substantives the property of 
connotiveness in addition to that ·of denotiveness.  But I  must hasten to 
remark that, apart from the polysynthetic compounds which  are  conno-
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number of nouns.  Among the essentially connotive nouns  we  find  the 
names of the parts composing the animal body.  Thus, although the real 
root for the word" heart" in its indefinite sense  is tst, this  monosyllable 
is never employed alone.  Though you  may not  specify  it  in  English, 
the word used in Dene particularizes the nature of the heart  referred to, 
viz., whether it is  human, or simply animal.  In  the first  case, t:he  root 
(tst) must be preceded  by the particle  ne, the radical  element  in  tame, 
man.  vVere we to  replace this by the prefix lE which contains an idea of 
vagueness or indefiniteness, we would thereby refer to the heart of a  dead 
animal  such as that which  might lie  before  a  surgical  student  for  the 
purpose of dissection. 
This last prefix  (lE,  e,  £,  a,  zt,  ko,  kwo,  etc., according  to  the dialects,) 
constitutes the only semblance of an article of which there is any trace in 
the Dene languages.  It precedes  certain  monosyllabic  roots  or  com-
pounds of monosyllables such  as,  in  Carrier, (Etan,  leaf;  IEto,  nest;  IEra- .  . 
pa-tsCl?t  (lit.  hair-for-awl)  needle.  It has some  affinity  with  the  He-
brew prefix article i1  i1  ij.  That would-be article, like  the S of the 
original S l"l  is assimilated by the vowel of the possessive pronoun or the 
desinential letter of the words with which it is agglutinated.  Thus," his 
nest  II  is said zt-~o instead  of u-ce~o, and  the prefix (E  likewise  disappears 
in such compounds as soh-~o, "robin-nest," ~lErces-~a1Z,  "aspen leaf," etc. 
The  Dene  dialects  lack  declensions of any  description.  As  in  the 
modern analytic tongues of Aryan descent, the office of the cases is, with 
one single exception, filled by prepositions or rather postpositions;  for in 
Dene, as in the Turanian idioms,  it is a  general  rule that  the  governed 
word precedes the governing.  The  exception  is the  genitive or posses-
sive, which is expressed as in English by first designating the progenitor 
or possessor and then prefixing the possessive pronoun in  the  third per-
son to the word denoting the offspring or the object possessed.  Thus J,Vil-
yam  u-yam  has exactly the same signification as the  semi-Saxon " \Vil-
lelm hys lond," a disintegration of the original" vVillelmes lond," which has 
come down to us under the modern contracted form" William's land." 
The possessive pronoun affects some nouns to such an extent as to im-
part to them a  genuine  inflection, in  fact  an inflection  which, viewed  in 
the light  of the  Dene phonology is even more radical  than  that of the 
Greek or  Latin cases, since  the  element thereby inflected  is  not, as  in 
those languages, the vowel which in Dent) is  unimportant, but the conso-
nant which constitutes the quintessence of the word.  For  instance!"i  is 
the  Carrier monosyllable for "dog," which, when  affected  by the  pos-
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changed into sce-INk when in contact with  the possessive pronoun  of the 
first  person  singular.  Ne  means "grease" the  possessive  of  which is 
u-rwe at third pel'son singular.*  Were there  no  other cases  of conso-
nantal inflection in the languages under study, I  think these might suffice 
to confirm the truth of Horatio Hale's assertion that "the opinion which 
prevails widely among scholars  that the languages of the Aryan 
and Semitic families are the  only tongues  in  which  genuine  inflections 
are  to  be found  is utterly erroneous."t 
In common with the Mongolian idioms, the Dene has no genuine  plu-
ral.  When  absolutely necessary, that  number is expressed, not  by the 
adjunction  of a  pluralizing  consonant as the  S  of.  many modern Aryan 
languages, or  by a  vocalic  inflection as in Latin and Italian, but  by the 
adjunction of such adjectives as rai,  "many," or t~iyazt!t,  H  all."  This rule 
applies to all the nouns (except fi, dog) expressive of non-human beings. 
Personal  names  form  their plural  by  suffixing  the  particles  khr!,  feet 
(which  is  also applied to ti), or more  frequently ne, root  of tceJZe,  man. 
Only two nouns of the Carrier dialect  tseklu\ woman, and tek!te,  relation,  .  . 
undergo a  vocalic mutation when in the plural number, becoming respec-
tively tseklttJ and tekhtJ.  .  . 
As  in  Hebrew-but  minZls  any suffix  corresponding  to  the Semitic 
dualic  increment  - the  names  of those  objects  which  are  twofold  by 
nature,  as  the  eyes,  the  hands,  etc.,  are  intrinsically dual in  meaning 
though singular in form.  To obtain the grammatical  sillgular, one must 
add to the Delle vocable  the participle kcez, contraction  of cekcez,  H  half." 
Therefore ne-Ila refers to both (human) hands, and to get the singular we 
must say ne-lla-!:cez, "(human)-hands-half." 
Grammatical gender is likewise unknown in Dene, and this is again  a 
link of affinity with the Turanian languages.  When necessity requires a 
generic distinction, it is obtained as in Japanese, by the use of the words 
" man" and" woman" which,  for  the  purpose  become  adjectives  and 
mean  "male" and  "female."  Here I  cannot resist  the  temptation  to 
point  out  the  remarkable terminological  analogy existing between the 
Japanese word  for  H  male  J)  and  that  used  by the Chippewayans, one of 
the  most  important  of  the  Done  tribes.  This  term  is ylt  in  both 
languages.  The Chi[Xoh~ins replace it by )lOSZ  which  also  reminds the 
linguist of the Japanese osz which has the same signification. 
"  To fully appreciate  the  inflectiveness of  these and similar words one should  beal"  in mind 
that there is in Dene as much difference between I  and rand .t and  ,. as  between  any two  nOIl-
translllutable consonants of the English alphabet. 
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The names of some mammals, however, change with the sex, and a  few 
have even a  neuter gender, as is the  case  with the name of the caribou 
which  in Carrier is hwotsih for the neuter, cetcete1Z  for the  masculine, and 
m1?Z11Za  for the feminine genders. 
The peculiar differentiating tendency which we have already noticed in 
the  verbs,  extends  also  to  the  names  of a  few  fur-bearing  animals. 
Among these we find the beaver whose name is tsa.  His offspring, when 
under two years of age is called tsa-tsil in Chifxoh~in.  But when the ani-
mal has seen two winters, it  receives the  name of khoq,  which  after its 
third winter is exchanged  with cetqaNl, which alludes to its being of age 
to be mated.  . 
The Dene  dialects  possess diminutive  and amplificative  forms  which 
are obtained  conformably to the  Japanese  method  with  this  difference 
that, while the Japanese prefixes to the nouns the words ko, " child," and 0, 
" big," the Dene sliffixes thereto the words yaz and chowhich have exactly 
the same signification. 
CHAPTER IV. 
THE  ADJECTIVES  AND  THE  PRONOUNS. 
As heretofore stated, the quasi totality of the Dene adjectives are genu-
ine verbs.  Indeed the only real adjectives that do not admit of the pos-
sibility of conjugation, are, in  the Carrier dialect, 03yzt,  another, and t~iya, 
all.  CEstel, naked, yuya,  ashamed, tannrwcez,  cylindrical,  tsachiskllw031Z, 
red hot, 'might pretend to the title, but their native form and use are more 
that of adverbs than of real adjectives. 
This  being the case, it follows that intdnsic forms  of  the comparative 
and  of the  superlative  are  no  more  possible  in  that  dialect  than  in 
Hebrew.  Their  function  is  filled,  as  in  the Semitic  tongue, by some 
circumlocution.  To  obtain the comparative the Carriers use the adverb 
on1Z03S,  more,  before  the adjective,  and  say,  for  instance:  omUES  nzu, 
"  more (he is) good" for better.  The superlative, when suggestive of no 
comparison, is rendered as in English by adverbs  corresponding to our 
" very, much."  When it implies  some comparison, its  expression. offers 
in  Dene  greater difficulty.  In Carrier, we generally make use  of some 
comparative adverb as the above mentioned onn03S, or more appropriately 
the particle k03S,  both of which are coupled with the relative  pronoun (e, 
en, (!ne or ne) in  this  wise:  k03S  nzu P,  "the best"  (thing).  Sometimes  a 186  TRANSACTIONS  OF  THE  CANADIAN  INSTITUTE.  lVOL.1. 
periphrastic circumlocution takes the place of our superlative, and this is 
particularly  the  case  among  the  Eastern Denes.  Thus, according  to 
Petitot, to translate: "my mother is the best of mothers," a  Chippewayan 
would be inclined to say: "mothers all anyhow my mother alone is good." 
The only intrinsically fonned superlative is that of the locative and ordina-
tive adverbs or adverbial-adjectives.  Its distinctive element is the prefix 
rote, applied to the adverb in its natural state as mte-no·, the most northern ; 
mte-yo,  the lowest;  mte-tiz, the nearest (in distance);  rote-tsd  the  first (in 
rank or age);  mte-elm,  the  first  (in  the succession  of time), etc.  This 
genuine superlative is proper to the Carrier dialect. 
A  peculiar comparative of similitude  obtains  through  the whole  lin-
guistic group.  But as it is essentially incorporated in the verb, I  simply 
mention the fact in this connection. 
r deem it more relevant to associate  with  the  regular  adjectives  the 
demonstrative pronouns which, together with the numerals, have in Dene 
the same material featul-es and  follow the same rules as the two genuine 
adjectives myu and tsiya.  These rules have refel-ence to their place in the 
sentence, viz: immediately before the noun, and their grammatical accord 
therewith, to understand which a  word of explanation is necessary. 
The  broadest  division  of the  substantives grammatically  considered 
and  the only one which affects in any way the unconjugatable adjectives 
and the demonstrative or relative pronouns  connected therewith, is that 
which  differentiates  the  names  of  human  from  those  of  non-human 
beings.  It has for effect to demand the addition to the adjective of  an 12-
from tmne-for the singular, and of the  suffix ne for the plural of adjec-
tives  relating  to  human  beings.  Thus  Cl3J1 lt  means "another (thing)," 
Cl3yun,  "another (person)," Cl3yz£7ze,  "other (persons)." 
The same remark  applies-barring what has reference to the plural-
to the numeral adjectives.  These are quite rich in variety of forms.  In 
Carrier tha means three (things); thane, three (persons);  that, three times; 
thatmJZ,  in three places;  thauh, in  three ways;  thatltoh, all  of the  three 
(things);  thahcez~oit, all of the three  (persons);  thahul~oit, all of the three 
times, (places or things-massive or spacious).  JYlost of the Eastern dia-
lects lack all but the tluee first forms.  Neither do they, as a  rule, possess 
the ordinal numbers which are expressed in  Carrier  by the cardinal  ad-
jectives preceded by the postpositions (which for the purpose become pre-
positions) pml or lzzvor, " with it," in  this  way:  prof thalzron,  "with  him 
three" (persons) or  the third;  Itwof titat, "with  it three  times,"  or  the 
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In  common with the ancient Egyptians and most American aborigines 
the Denes use their fingers to  count upon, and  their  system  is  decimal. 
Holding his left hand with the  palm turned  toward his  face, the Carrier 
will bend with the index of his right his little finger and all the others in 
succession.  Then he repeats  the same  operation  on  the  fingers  of his 
right hand whose palm is this time turned  outside, the number six being 
named on  the  thumb.  That number  is  Ckm-tlza,  "on both  it is three" 
(things), and  eight is  in like  manner Ckm-tmntzge,  "on both it is four" 
(things).  The expression used for  nine recalls to  mind the  eflbS  OiOVTOS of 
the Greeks.  The Denes  likewise say: one is 'wanting (i.e.  to ten).  Ten 
is hwonizyai, "it is won," in Northern Carrier.  For eleven all  the tribes 
say ten plus  one, etc.;  for  twenty, twice  ten, etc., and  before the advent 
of the  whites the Carriers said for 100, pe  nalwltlto, "with it one  counts 
again." 
Another analogy with the Greek  language  perhaps worth  mentioning 
is that existing between the  Dene interrogative  pronoun  tt?  "what?" 
and its  Greek synonym Tt;  all other Carrier interrogatives  are  similarly 
characterized  by  the  initial  consonant  T  which  corresponds  to  the 
initial T  noticeable in all the Greek pronouns of that class.  But  enough 
of this.  My  intention  in  commencing this  paper was  to  ignore  mere 
lexical analogies with alien  languages. 
Of personal pronouns all  the Dene  dialecls  possess  two  kinds.  The 
first is subjective and  independent  from  the  verb.  It is  identical  with 
the Latin ego, tu, ille, etc.  The other is so incorporated into the body of 
the verb  as  to  lose  its own  individuality.  It is  the equivalent of the 
pronominal  crement we notice  in  the Latin  and  Greek verbs:  am-o, 
am-as, am-at, etc., A~-W,  AV-E"~S,  AV-EL,  etc.  Of this  last  more shall  be said 
when  I  come  to  treat of the  verb. 
Possessive pronouns  assume  in  Carrier five different forms, according 
to  the sugnification  or  the  internal  structure of  the  noun  to  which 
they  are  prefixed.  The  most  noticeable  peculiarity  in  connection 
therewith is  the richness  of  the pronoun  of the third  person.  While 
four  words  (his,  her,its,  their), seem  sufficient to  the  English  mind  to 
express  it, the Carrier idiom  can  boast of no  less  than  I7 such  terms 
·which,  however,  when  divested  of  their  five  accidental  forms  can  be 
reduced to six: singular  tt, /two, ym, tm;  plural, pm and he.  The first of 
these pronouns corresponds to our cc his, her, its/'-the pronouns admit of 
no gender in  Dene.  The second (lzwo) is  prefixed  to nouns in  regimi-
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extensiveness or indefiniteness.  Ym refers  to a  third completive person 
as  in  this  sentence Pol yce-pa  i-kera-Itwortsi,  Paul  paid  for  him.  By 
changing yce-pa into u-pa, we  would  give to  understand that  he paid for 
Paul.  Theplural of this pronoun  is he.  Tee  has  relation to the person 
'whose action is expressed in the sentence.  It is the  exact equivalent of 
the Latin suus, sua, suu"z. 
It will easily be understood that with  such  a  convenient array of pro-
nominal terms, amphibology is a  mere impossibility  .. 
In  a  late fasciculus of the "Proceedings" of the Canadian Institute, I 
was  struck  by a  quotation  from  Peschel  to  the  effect  that  "in the 
American  languages  the connected  syllables  (of composite words)  are 
always curtailed of some sound."*  This is another of the  many erro-
neous  statements of philologists, who, because they have  obtained some 
knowledge of a  few native tongues, are  too prone to apply to those they 
are unacquainted with the Latin axiom:  db uno disce  omnes.  Or shall 
we exculpate them from the charge of temerity and  lay the blame at the 
door of those who being  in  position  to  acquaint  the  philological  world 
with new languages, did not take the trouble to do so?  Be it as it may, 
Peschel  could  hardly find in  the  Carrier  dialect  one  really  composite 
word  to which to  apply his own rule.  Nay, I  think his remark would be 
more to  the point in  reference to  such  a  highly  inflected  language as 
Latin than with regard  to  the confessedly polysynthetical  Dene  idioms, 
at least if we are to take such a  word as cada·z;er as  an abbreviated com-
pound formed from oaro data uerm£bus. 
Still, the case might  have been different in pristine  times as the name 
(Na-J;a-ztli) of the village  where  these  lines  are  written would seem to 
warrant  us to infer.  According to a  local  tradition, a  powerful  tribe of 
dwarfs  (atJza)  once  attacked  and  well  nigh  swept  it  out of existence. 
As it is situated  close by the outlet of this (Stuart's) Lake, the  enemy's 
arrows,  which  were  diminutive  in  proportions  as  the hands that  used 
them, floated  down  the  river  in  immense  numbers.  Hence, to  give  a 
graphic idea of the importance of the conflict, the ancients used to say to 
their children:  the  dver was  covered  with  the  floating  arrows  of the 
enemy, Atna ka pmr tizt/i, which  by contraction has become Nakaztli.  .  . 
On the other hand, we find in connection with the pronouns remarkable 
instances of contractions whereby two words, a  pronoun and a  postposi-
tion, primitively independent have combined to form, not a  regular com-
posite  word  as  those alluded  to by Peschel, but a  single  monosyllable 
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possessing the meaning of the original two  words.  Here  are examples 
:in  two different dialects. 
Carrier Dialect. 
Seer, with me, for  s-p-eef 
Nyeef,"  thee,  m-p-eef 
Peer, yeef,  him, etc., p-eep-eef, y-eep-eef 
teef, hwof,  t-eep-eef, hwo-pee-f 
N er  ne-p-eel 
N ohweef  nuh-p-eeC 
OpeeC, heyeef,  opce-pee-f, hey-cep-eet 
Chirxohtin  Dialect  .  . 
Sa, for  me, instead of  s-cep-a 
Na,  "  thee, etc.,  n-eemp-a 
Pa, ya,  p-eep-a, y-cep-a 





Of the adverbs I  shall  say nothing besides  mentioning the fact that 
many of our adverbs have for equivalents in Dene non-adverbial particles 
:incorporated in, or  prefixed to,  the verb  as  formative  elements.  The 
sequence will explain this peculiarity. 
As  for  the conjunctions  and the interjections they offer to the phi-
lologist nothing worthy of remark beyond this resemblance with the Mon-
golian  or Tartaric tongues, that conjunctive  terms are but seldom used, 
their  number  being reduced  to  a  few  indispensable words. 
CHAPTER  V. 
THE  SIMPLE  OR  PRIMARY  VERBS. 
The verb is indeed the word (verbum) par excellence in Dene.  In fact, 
-out of every twenty words of  the language, I  doubt whether there are two 
that are not susceptible of conjugation.  Were it  not  for  the verb  the 
Dene grammar might be said to be devoid of serious difficulties.  As it 
:is, the multiplicity of the verbs, the varieties of their forms, the frequence 
,of their irregularities, the  intricacies of their negative elements  and  the 
.almost unlimited possibilities of their combinations  assign  to  the Dene 
idioms one of the first places among  the most  difficult languages known 
to Philology.  The student should not anticipate  in  these pages  a  com-
plete treatise on that most  complex  of the parts  of  speech.  I  am not 
writing a grammar and must confine  myself to general outlines.  Yet  I 
hope he will miss in this and the following chapters very little of what is 
.of real value to form  a  sound estimate of the chief characteristics of the 
Dene verbs.  For the sake of perspicuity I  shall treat here exclusively of 
the simple or primary verbs by opposition to the  composite or syntheti-
,cally constructed verbs which shall form  the subject of  another chapter. 
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A  word concerning the modes, tenses, persons and numbers shall serve 
us as an introduction to the subject.  As  in the Hebrew grammar, there 
is, properly speaking, but one mode, the  indicative,  in the Dene dialects. 
The imperative can hardly be called  a  mode, since it  is formed  entirely 
of persons taken from the present tense and eventual future.  This future 
furnishes also the equivalents of our sUbjunctive and optative. The infini-
tive does  not exist.  It is but imperfectly replaced by the impersonal. 
As for the tenses, they are of two kinds: primary and secondary.  The 
former are four in  number, viz.:  the present, preterite, proximate future 
and eventual future.  The proximate future refers to the action as being 
on the  point of taking place and  corresponds  to  the English "I am 
going to."  The eventual  future is vague and  aleatory in  meaning and 
has no  strictly exact equivalent  in  our languages.  Each of these  four 
tenses  is  expressed  by  a  single  word  as  in  Latin  and  Italian.  The 
secondary tenses are simply the primary tenses accompanied by auxiliary 
verbs or particles, as tn/e,  ta, sih, etc. * 
The Dene verbs have three numbers as their Greek  co-relatives.  But 
while .t1'le  dialects  of the  Eastern Denes possess, as a rule, three persons 
for each number, the verbs of the Western Denes have generally but one 
-the first-person for the dual.  Par contre, their verbs  of locomotion 
and their verbs of station have no less than sixteen persons for each tense, 
viz.:  three for the definite singular, three for the indefinite singular, three 
for the plural  and seven  for  the  dual.  Besides, all  those  verbs  whose 
radical varies with the number, as is the case with the verbs of cubation, 
have always-unless  they  belong to  one of the two  categories  above 
mentioned-ten persons. 
Before submitting  to  the  appreciation  of the  philologist  paradigms 
illustrative of the foregoing, it will not be amiss to give a brief outline of 
the internal structure of the verb in generaL 
Every Dene verb, no matter of what form or tense it is affected, is com-
posed of at least two  distinct  integral parts :-Ist. a  monosyllabic root 
which is always the desinential syllable of the verb and is generally-not 
necessarily-invariable; and, 2nd, a  pronominal  crement  which  varies 
according  to  the person  and the  tense.  This combination  is  identical 
...  In the dialects of the Eastern Denes the tenses are, according to Rev. E. Petitot, the present, 
imperfect, preterite and future.  In justice to the student of those dialects, I think it necessary for 
me to state th3.t I  am acquainted with missionaries ministering to the Eastern Denes who speak 
in rather disparaging terms of that author's Dictionaty and Grammar, and  insinuate that, except 
as  regards  the Loucheux  dialect,  which  he  is recognized  to have thoroughly  mastered,  both 
works  are very faulty.  Yet I  hardly think that he could have erred in reference to such impor-
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with that of the Latin and Greek verbs, with the unimportant  difference 
that the formative elements in the Dene and Aryan verbs are disposed in 
inverse  order. 
Those persons  who  feel inclined  to  question the  capacity  of Indian 
languages for genuine inflections are respectfully referred to the following 
paradigms.  I  have disposed  the Latin  synonym  side by side  with the 
Carrier words, to  show that the inflectiveness  of the Dene verbs  is  not 
merely accidental, bnt pervades the whole conjugation. 
PRIMARY  TENSES  OF  THE  VERB  (ES~EN, I  WORK, I  ACT. 




res-ten  . 
in-ten  . 
re-ten 
retsre-ten 
reh-ten  . 
rehre-ten 





























Sing  rethan:~if 
rethl-tir  . 
{ 
rezthi-tif 
Plur  rethih~~if 
cehcethl-tif 
Dual:  ffitha-tif 
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S·  1  in-ten 
lUg.  t'  u- en 
Plural; eetsu-ten 
Imperative. 





As illustrative of the formation of the secondary tenses, I  shall give the 
following, with their Latin equivalents: 
eesten inle 
isten  in  le 
usten  in  le 




agam (definite), etc. 
Of the primary tenses it may be said that the two futures are the most 
immutable in their  pronominal  elements, whilst  the  desinential root  of 
the proximate future  is  of  a  rather  changeable  character.  As for the 
preterite, instead of being invariably affected by a  vocalic mutation of its 
personal crement, as is the  case  with  the  above  example, it undergoes 
quite frequently consonantal variations, either in its radical or in its pro-
nominal part, the is, ann, etc., of which are often changed into SagS, sin, etc. 
Now for  the  sixteen  persons of  the verbs  of locomotion and of the 
verbs of station: 
Definite Sing.  ~ 
Present  Tense. 
neeshya, I  walk 
ninya, thou walkest 
niya, he walks 
sresta, I  am sitting 






nretsiya, one walks 
nihya  } 
h 
See below 
nee  eya 
l 
neetseetif, we walk 
neehtif, you walk 
neeheetif, they walk 
tsrezta 





nres'as, I  walk (with one person) sreskre 
nln  'as, thou walkest (do)  sinkre 
nee'as, he walks  (do)  eeskre 
See below 
A'  See below  •  See below  neetsee'as ~  tsrezkre } 
ll1tas  ikre 
nrell'as, you walk (two together) seehkre 
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Some of these personal forms have no equivalents in any language that 
I  know of, and  consequently require a  word  of explanation.  Ncetsaras 
and 1Zt~as are distinguished practically by a  slight difference  of meaning 
only.  Nt:as is the regular dual of cOl1comitancy which  implies that the 
locomotion  is  executed  by  both of us,  while  1ZCEt~CE as substitutes  to 
the idea of the first person that of the impersonal:  one is walking cl  deu%. 
Nz'lrya and nCEheya, with their co-relatives of the other tenses, also convey 
the idea of indefiniteness, but coupled  with  that of the second and the 
third  person of the plural.  For instance, a  native  orator, while  giving 
orders to a  group of fellow countrymen and unwilling to designate  any 
one of them in particular, will say (in the eventual future):  1ztJhya,"  you 
shall  walk,"  meaning: one  of you  shall  walk.  Again,  referring  to  an 
undesignated person  in a  crowd  which he is not directly  addressing, he 
might say in an indefinite, manner: 1ZCEhtJya,  "they  shall walk,"  that is, 
some unknown or purposely unnamed person among them shall walk. 
The  same remarks apply to the verb smsta and  derivatives.  Should 
I  say to a  group  of Indians:  tcelt~i)" sit down," all  my audience will  at 
once understand  me.  But if,  instead,  I  were to say:  sCEhta-the  pro-
nominal element of which has the h  characteristic of the second  person 
plural, though  the  radical retains  its  singular form-the natives would 
immediately understand that  I  mean only one  of them to sit down, and 
they would be at a  loss to know who is to comply with my request. 
Abstracting the many irregularities of the Dene verbs, all their inflec-
tions may be  reduced to three conjugations, which are  characterized by 
the consonant of the pronominal crement of the second person singular.* 
1Z  denotes the first, f' the second, and l  the third.  The verbs above  con-
jugated-with the exception  of  the last (scesta), which, in common with 
some irregular verbs, takes for the singular and duai  the characteristics 
of the first, and for  the plural that of the second conjugation-all belong 
to  the  first.  Here  is  the present of verbs  of the second and of the 
third. 
*Petitot in his Grammaire compaI'ee  of the Eastern dialects counts four conjugations, three of 
which he bases on the pronominal vocab'c  inflection, the second being in  es,  the third in as and 
the fourth in -us,  while the first he states to  consist in the mere  juxtaposition of a  personal pro-
noun to an adjective, a  preposition or an adverb.  On this side of the Rockies, we have no other 
equivalents of this uninflected conjugation-if conjugation It can be called-than five or six irre-
gular verbs as s-ra·hwolua·  (lit. me-on-account·of-difficulty), "  I  am difficult."  I  think it prefer-
able to  treat them as so many unimportant anomalies to making them  constitute a separate COl1-
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Second Con';: 
ees-thees, I  am strong, etc. 
H-thees 
Third Con';: 









heel-ch  an 
Dual: II-thees, we are both strong  ll-chan, we are both pregnant. 
These and similarly constructed verbs are what I  may call primary verbs. 
Their characteristic is the pronominal consonant of their third person sing-
ular (n, r, 1,), which stands alone, unsupported by any vowel, and which dif-
ferentiates them from the simple, but non-primary, verbs.  These, although 
they  are  uncomposite  in  material  structure,  yet  possess _two  distinct 
radicals:  one preceding, the  other following, the personal element which 
invariably occupies the penult place in all kinds of verbs.  The following 
shall serve as an illustration thereof: 
.I.  C01~fugation. 






Dual: nd-i-ta,  we are 
both sick 
I I.  Conjugation. 






III.  Conjugation. 






t-ll-kees,  we  are  both 
black 
t-il-xwces, we both cough 
A  noteworthy feature of'the Dene dialects is that, alone among many 
American idioms, they possess the substantive verb "to be" in its inde-
pendent form;  and. what is even  more  remarkable, that verb is, in Car-
rier and Chirxotin, just as regular in  its conjugation as any other verb of 
its class.  However, it is used only in connection  with a  noun or the few  . 
adjectives or adverbo-adjectives mentioned in a  previous chapter.  More-
over, elegance demands that its use be corroborated by a  kind of secon-
dary substantive  verb  as in  this  phrase:  I  am a  man, tame  {Estii  kwe 
{Est,0h,  literally" a  man I-am whereby it-is-I."  Nevertheless this verb of 
redundance  ({Es~oh) may be omitted without any change of meaning re-
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sulting  therefrom,  as  its main  object  is  simply to  gIve  emphasis and 
elegance to the sentence. 
Naturally, the use of the substantive verb is  incompatible with that of 
the Dene adjectives, which are of themselves genuine verbs, combining in 
their elements  our  personal  pronoun, auxiliary verb.  and  adjective.  I 
divide them into two classes:  primary and secondary adjectives, the first 
of which, materially considered, correspond  to the  primary  single-radi-
caled verbs, and as such fall under the scope of this chapter. 
They usually express qualities  of simple import, as " good, bad, great, 
small, wide,"  etc., and while in their primitive  form  they are merely  de-
notive.  All  of them, in addition  to  the various  forms which they are 
liable to  assume  as verbs, are  also affectible by internal  mutations con-
noting the nature of the  object they qualify without, however, becoming 
-objective verbs.  Thus n-cha (third person singular of mSc/la) means "big," 
A 
without pointing to any peculiarity in the subject;  nin-cha is applicable 
11 
to a  sphere or a spheroid exclusively; din-cha, to an elongated object and 
to vocal sounds;  hun-cha, to  vastness or  indefiniteness of proportions.* 
A 
Dm-nin-cha, without being a  composite verb in the estimation of the Dene 
grammar, yet combines  two forms, dtn  and  utn, and  refers  to  such  an 
.article as a  ring which is intended for an elongated object, viz., the finger 
(hence dm,  euphonical  inflection of dtn), whilst it is of itself circular  in 
1\ 
form (hence ntn).  A  similar analysis applies  to hwo-din-cha.  In accor-
dance with the law of euphonic sequence of the vowels, hun, qualificative 
of indefinite spaces, is changed into kwo ; din has reference to vocal sounds, 
.and the whole compound denotes the peculiar resonance noticeable in the 
voice of certain persons whose speech seems  to  emanate from cavernous 
depths·t 
CHAPTER  VI. 
THE  COMPOSITE  VERBS. 
Polysynthetism has generally been  regarded, and  not without reason, 
as the chief characteristic of the American aboriginal verbs.  It  pervades 
the languages of  the remotest tribes to such an extent as to permit of their 
being classed under one single denomination, despite their many termino-
logical and grammatical  dissimilarities.  Yet that particular feature can-
not be said to be their exc1usive property.  Many a  verb of purely Indo-
* Hun and its co-relative /two characterize also the Impersonal. 
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European  parentage, for  instance,  can  trace to  a  synthetical process its 
original formation.  For what are such terms as de-jJOlzere,  re-jJ01Zere, pre-
pOJzere, ex-com-municare, not to speak of their synonyms and derivatives in 
the modern analytic tongues, if not synthetical compounds  ~  Scholars are 
also well aware  of the  role played in the formation  of Greek  words by 
such  prepositions as KaTa..,  fheTci,  inrep,  8£0.,  etc.  Nor should we forget the 
original synthetic verbs dt-standan, be-standan,for-standan, u1Zder-standan, 
etc., of the eal'ly Anglo-Saxon, the main root  of our own English.  But 
as no other linguistic group displays this propensity for word agglomera-
tion  in  such  a  degree  and  with  such  varied  results,  its  claims  to  be 
regarded as the special characteristic of the American languages remain 
unimpaired. 
The Dene dialects which, as  we have  seen, are  distinctly inflective in 
the pronominal elements of their verbs, are also thoroughly polysynthetic 
in the formation of composite verbal terms.  Indeed, it is  to that pecu-
liarity, coupled with  the multiplicity of their sense-modifying forms, that 
we must look for the cause of the prodigious number of their verbs.  It 
were tedious, as well as unprofitable for the purpose in view, to enter into 
the details  of the several processes whereby two  or more dependent  or 
independent terms are united to compose a  new word.  A  few representa-
tive examples will, I  trust, suffice to give us an idea of the whole system. 
I  have in a  previous chapter hinted at the existence in the Carrier dialect 
of a  comparative internally connected with the primary verbal adjectives 
and  a  few other verbs  of simple import.  This shall serve  as  our  first 
illustration of synthetism as  applied to  the formation of the Dene com-
posite verbs. 
The  primary  verbal  adjective  ressttl  means  "I am  small,"  and its 
third person singular is n-tsul.  With the help of the proper Frefixes  we 
obtain:  ndcel-tsul, he is as small; dl2l-tsul, he is as small as (with a  com-
plement);  nga-dcel-tsul, he is  as  small  as that; pce-1Zdi-ycel-tsul, he is as 
small as he; tce-ndcel-tsul, they are both as small, one as the other; su-tl-
tsul, he is small enough;  ta-I-tsul? how small is he  ~  tel-tsull how small 
he is 1  We must not fail to observe that the comparative prefixes have for 
effect to change the pronominal part of these verbs from that of the first 
to  that of the third conjugation.  Moreover, these and all other cognate 
verbs are susceptible of assuming,  conjointly with the above prefixes, all 
the  internal inflections  assumable  by a verb as  verb, not counting those 
they can  be affected by as primary verbal adjectives. 
For simpler, and perhaps more  intelligible,  examples we  will  look  to 
the verbs formed with  the help of the particle  ta, root  of tatht: " door.". 
By prefixing it to  such verbs  as  nCl!shya,  "I (human being)  walk," we 1889-90.J  THE  DENE  LANGUAGES.  1, - ..,/ 
will get, at the third person singular, ta-nillya, " he (hum. b.) walks in (the 
house)."  Should we change the verbal  stem, while retaining the modifi-
cative prefix, we might say: ta-nblJlitt. he drives in (the house), which, by 
further verbal modifications, may become  ta-neeyeek, he  usually drives in 
(the h.);  ta-1ZcEtgz1t,  he  is susceptible  of being driven  in (do.);  ta-1Zeetgeek, 
it can generally be  driven in (do.),  etc.  If we now try of the  objective 
verbs, we may say, while still keeping the modificative particle:  ta-s'az'/t 
I  put in (the house  a  single  object);  ta-d!staih,  I  put  in  (the  house  a 
single object) for my own use;  ta-taz/t, it (~ne single obj.) can  be put in 
(the house); ta-d!taih, it  (do.) can be put in (do.) for one's own use i  ta-
st/e, I  put  in  (the house many  objects), etc., etc.  Let  us not, however, 
allow ourselves to be allured  by the multiplicity of forms  assumable by 
this and similar verbs.  It would  lead  us  to the enumeration  of many 
hundreds of verbs before the supply is exhausted.  For the same reason, 
we shall avoid ta-s'is, I  throw in  (the  house  a  single obj.), which  is the 
first  of a  new series of objective verbs. 
Selecting less  prolific  forms  for  our  word-building  experiences,  we 
come on ta-ssa (lit. " I cry on the threshold "), I beg;  ta-1Zees'a, I  order in ; 
ta-h'lveeiyi,  I  enter  while  playing;  ta-neestsas,  I  enter  while  throwing 
sticks on the snow;* ta-deezlZi,  I  introduce my hand in (the house);  ta'-
neeskra, I  introduce my finger in, etc., etc. 
Some verbs of as simple formation connote an even greater number of 
ideas.  For instance,  1ttSz',;  " he is bad, avaricious," while preceded by the 
. aforesaid prefix ta, becomes ta-ntsi', which  we  cannot well  translate in 
English by less than nine words, viz.: "he proves avaricious to those who 
enter his house.>'  So that if it is true to say that a single idea expressed 
in  one  Aryan  word  frequently  requires  a  periphrase in  the American 
languages, it can be retorted that sometimes short native verbs cannot be 
translated by less than a  whole sentence in our idioms.  Nay, the Carrier 
dialect might even, with some respect, be adduced as a model of phraseolo-
gical conciseness.  As a  proof of this, it may suffice to quote the conjugat-
able adverb 'a,  which means" promptly."  To any person  requiring of  a 
native courier, for instance, to cover, in oneday, a distance of 70 or 80 miles 
the  latter  might  simply  answer: 'Ira  gee1tnih  (lit.  it-shall-be-promptly 
let-it-not),  the  real  signification  of which is: "one  cannot  reasonably 
expect that I  should do it in so short a  time,"  Same remark applies to 
sa',  a  long  time; tat, often; su,  well; nitiza',  far;  n/ttuk, near,  etc., 
which are similarly conjugatable. 
To return to the composite verbs.  A  slight analysis  of the examples 
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given above will result in the detection  of two radicals:  a  primary root, 
which is always the final syllable of the verbal stem, and contains the key 
to  the main  signification  of the  compound,-and  a  secondary radical, 
which precedes the personal element, and alters the sense of the primary 
root.  Thus the ya of  ta-'lzmsh-ya indicates that a  human being is walking 
on two feet, and the prefixed particle  ta  furthermore  denotes that such 
locomotion takes place from the outside to the inside of a  habitation. 
Now if, in lieu  of experiencing with  a  permanent initial  particle, we 
should retain instead an immutable desinential radical. we might succes-
sively prefix thereto various initial radicals, whereby new words with new 
meanings would be formed.  Tzaih, for instance, is the desinential root of 
such objective verbs  as  have  for  complement  anything of a  granulous 
nature.  We shall prefix thereto the particle the, whereby-with the incor-
poration of the pronominal s-we obtain the-stzaih, (1 take  out  (of the 
house gran. obj.), which may be further modified into ha-stzaz'lz, 1 extract 
(gran. obj.) from;  km-stzaz'lt, 1  put (do.) on;  pe-stzaz'lt, I  put (do.) in  (a 
recipient);  hwe-stz"az'h,  I  take (do.) away;  hwosa-stzaih, I  bring (do.) to 
myself;  nenm-stzaz'h, I  lay (do.) on the ground; na-stzaih, I drop (do"  do.); 
nfntha-stzaih, I  put (do.) in the wrong place, that is,  I  lose, etc. 
From  which  we  conclude  the existence in Dene of two  chief syn-
thetical processes, viz., one whereby the verbal stem is changed while the 
initial prefix remains invariable, and  the  other which  retains  the verbal 
stem unaltered, while it prefixes to it divers modificative particles. 
On the other hand, a  primary radical  may be modified  by many a  se- . 
condary radical, or formative particles  performing  the office  of radicals. 
Instead of ta-nmslzya,  for  instance, we might  say  ta-?za-neesqa,*  I  walk 
in again;  ta-na-!tWe'-1Zeesqa,  1 only begin to walk in again, etc. 
Nor should a  student, desirous of seeing in all  its expansion  the won-
derful  power  of composition peculiar  to  the  languages  under review, 
stop at the examination of compounds resulting  from  the  prefixing to 
a verbal  stem of merely one or two  sense-modifying particles.  To give 
him  an  idea of what  it  can lead to, 1  shall  introduce him  to the verb 
fe-l:te-na-hwe'-shmn-dm-tha:-nmz-krok, which is a simple word, meaning:  "1 
usually re-commence to walk to and fro on all fours while singing."  Shall 
we  analyse  it?  Let  us try.  .le  is a  prefix  expressive  of  reciprocity, 
which, when in connection with a  verb of locomotion, indicates  that the 
movement is executed between two certain  points  without giving promi-
nence to either;  I:m denotes  direction  towards  those  points;  na is the 
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iterative particle suggesting that the action is repeated; hwc' refers to the 
action as being in its incipient stage;  sham means «song," and when in-
corporated in a verb it indicates that singing accompanies  the action ex-
pressed by the verbal root; dee  is called for by sheen, said particle always 
entering into the composition of verbs denoting reference to vocal sounds; 
thee is the secondary  radical  of the uncomposite  verb  tldzkret, inflected 
from thl for the sake of euphony with nmz, the pronominal crement of the 
whole compound, the  n  of which  is demanded  by the  previous hwe':  ee 
characterizes the present tense, and z  the first person singular of the third 
conjugation;  while krok is the main radical altered here by the usitative 
from the normal  form kret, and  is  expressive of locomotion  habitually 
executed on  four feet or on all  fours. 
To enable the student to penetrat~ still  further into the synthetism of 
the Dene verbs, I  give  below  lists  of the principal  word-formative par-
ticles, together with examples illustrative of their use. 
The following  are  postpositions with regar<;l  to  their  complement-
noun  or pronoun-and  prepositions  relatively  to  the  verbal  stems  to 
which they are prefixed ;-
AFFIXES. 
xa, xwa* 
ke,kwe  .  . 
k03n, kwren  .  . 
l;:03nne,  l 
kW03nne  5 
tfa 
!la 







n-xa-n03szren (lit.  thee by desire of I  think), I 
want thee 
u-kwe-ssa (him-through love of-1 cry), 1  pine 
after him 
ho-kw03n-nahw03ln03k  (it-about-he narrates)  . 
he relates it 
s-J::cenne-in~en (me-in deference to-work), obey 
me 
transmission p03-tfa-s'ai (them-in-hands-I-put), I  passed to 
them 
co-operation ne-lla-lten  (us-hand in hand-he worked), he 
helped us 
opposition  hwot-qa-sre-niYllt  (it-opposite to  me-he 
drives), he prohibits it to me 
"When in  connection with the indefinite completive pronoun  hOt and sometimes the personal 
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The following affixes preclude the possibility  of union with a  comple-
ment, and  are  so  intimately connected  with  the  verb  as  to  possess of 
















EXPRESSIVE  OF  EXAMPLES. 
approach  hwosa-shya,  I  arrive (where the speaker 
stands)  . 
recess  hwe-shya,  I depart (from where the speaker 
stands) 
wrong  nintha-nces'en, I  spoil (lit. I  treat wrongly) 
ill doing  (huntsi') thcenne-zeesten, I have done (evil) 
derivation  ha-shya, I  come from 
rejection  'een-ttsno, I  have rejected (person. compl.) 
exit  the-neeshya, I  go out 
ingress  ta-nceshya, I  go in 
partial break  kce-neeshyrez, I  broke (in one place) 
total breakage  ya-shyeez,  do.  (in pieces) 
relation to water tha-stil, I  threw (pIur. corn.) into the water 
U  fire  tsre-distil  do  (do)  in the fire 
I,  the soil ne-ncestIa, I  put  (do)  on the ground 
"  "*  na-stil, I  threw  (do)  to  the ground 
Besides the above and other similar affixes, I  may refer to those which 
are instrumental in  modifying the form  of the verb, and  which we shaH 
presently study. 
CHAPTER  VII. 
VARIETIES  OF  VERBS. 
While the whole fabric of the Dene conjugations seems to be the almost 
exact reproduction of the Latin and Greek  verbal  inflections, the many 
forms which modify them, and the nature of these modifications, equally 
remind  the  student of the kat,  lliphal, piel,  etc., of the  Hebrew gram-
mar.  I  am well  aware that some scholars, among them ]. W. Powell in 
his H  Introduction to the study of Indian languages,"t are  inclined to as-
similate  these forms  to mere grammatical  modes.  But  I  am  loath to 
*This particle,  moreover,  refers  to  a  prompt action, having the soil for  its  terminus. 
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follow  them,  because  in  Dene  these alterations  of the verbal structure 
affect the whole of both the  affirmative and  the  negative  conjugations, 
while some of them, as the potential, alter quite as much, if not more, the 
body of the verb as their English equivalent, which in all the dictionaries 
is regarded, not as a  modal variation of the verb, but as a  quite different 
word.  Thus from  the verb  krunrushyrfs, "I break," we obtain,  with  the 
help of  the  potential, krusqrus, "I am  breakable,"  On  the other hand, 
some of these forms consist simply  in the change  of  conjugation, which 
can hardly be likened to a  mode. 
The principal forms affecting the verbs, in the  Carrier  dialect, are  the 
affirmative, negative, usitative,  potential,  causative, reciprocal,  reflective, 
iterative, initiative, terminative, plural and impersonal.  I  shall explain, in 
as few words as possible, the nature of each of them, 
Of the affirmative nothing needs be said, since it is the normal state of 
the verb,  Yet it  may be well to  note that a  few verbs, the  meaning of 
which  is  essentially negative, as  hulau," there is not;" huttit," it disap-
peared," lack the affirmative form, and still are destitute of the elements 
characteristic of the negative, 
• 
The negative  can,  in  Carrier,  affect  the  material structure  of the 
verb in three different ways, viz,:  by the incorporation of a  negative par-
ticle (t, re,  tm,  ft, to, according to the  tense and the letter  following these 
particles);  by an inflection of  the personal syllable, and oftentimes, though 
not in every case, by a  moditication of the mutable part  of the desinen-
tial radical, i,e., the vowel or tinal consonant-the initial  consonant of a 
syllable being, as a  rule, immutable in Dene,  An example will  facilitate 
the intelligence of these remarks.  Here are two tenses of the verb JzmS-'a, 


















n -rufruh rus-ru"t 
n-rufruzt-tau 
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inflections, to the Carriers exclusively.  The other Western Denes elimi-
nate the negative infixes t;  fee,  etc., and if they were to keep the word un-
changed  by  the  lexical  exigencies  of their  own  dialects  they  would 
simply say: n-mzms-'eeA,  n-eethrozts-'at: 
The usitative form consists in a  modification of the desinential  radical 
bearing sometimes on the vowel  and  sometimes on  the  final consonant, 
or both.  Thus ees'at;  ," I  eat,"  becomes in  the  usitative  ms'rot; while ms-
ch/2t,  U  I  take,"  is  transformed  into  ms-cheek.  This is  the simplest of all 
the forms, in  that sense  that it  is the only  one that never  affects  any 
other part of the verb than the desinence.  I  should also remark, in this 
connection, that" usitative" is  rather inappropriate when  applied to  the 
Dene verbs, and is here retained  for the sake of conforming to the com-
mon wording of American philologists.  I  think  "generalizing"  would 
better answer the purpose. 
The potential varies according to the conj ugation of the verb it affects. 
It  merely modifies the radical of the verbs of the first conjugation,  So, 
ce'at;  "he eats,"  changes  for the potential its  radical  'af into  tal, and 
becomes mtat, "it is edible."  But if  the verb belongs  to the  seco'nd con-
jugation, the potential transforms it into  a  verb of the third. 
The difference  between  the  affirmative  and  the causative  is  equally 
one  of conjugation rather than of form.  As a  rule, the causative merely 
changes verbs of the first into verbs of the second conjugation.  Intso, for 
instance, means "thou criest," and by giving' its pronominal syllable the 
f  distinctive of  the second  conjugation, the  result is tttso,  "thou  causest 
to cry."  This form, if  form we must call it, corresponds to the hyphilofthe 
Hebrew verbs,  It is not simply  a  transformation of an intransitive into 
a  transitive verb, as  is shown in the following:  natnkas,  Cl thou sharpen-
est" (a transitive verb);  natfkas, "thou causest to sharpen."  In a  few 
cases 'it has for secondary effect  to  materially alter  the  final  radical of 
the verb.  Thus ~e-?Ztnzmn, " thou knowest" (a person), when modified by 
the causative is  ~e-ntttzcen, "thou acquaintest with." 
The distinctive elements of the  reciprocal  form  are  identical with  the 
particles which, in Northern Carrier, characterize the negative.  The dif-
ference is only  one of place and  of results.  The reciprocal, unlike  the 
negative, leaves both the pronominal syllable and the desinence unaltered, 
except when the desinence is immediately preceded by the hiatus, and in 
a  few other cases, 
Two prefixes  may be assigned as the main  distinctive element of the 
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nominal crement, or the particle Am,  prefixed to the modificative syllable 
na.  Moreover, cedmd has  frequently for  effect to transform verbs of the 
second into verbs  of the  third  conjugation.  Tlntht signifies" thou  art 
valuable," and  ttfiht, "thou makest him  valuable," i.e., thou treatest him 
with consideration.  Hence, mdeed-tltht, " thou makest thyself important," 
in  other words, "thou art proud."  In like  manner, by prefixing  A03  to 
nahwmznmk, "  I  narrate," we get Am-nahwmznmk, " I narrate about myself," 
that is to say, "I make  my confession."  This form  is susceptible of a 
few irregularities. 
The particle na characterizes the  iterative  form.  It is prefixed to, or 
inserted in, the  body of the  verb, according  to  the composition  of the 
latter.  When the verb is formed  of several  radicals, modificative  parti-
cles or completive  pronouns, its  place is generally immediately after the 
initial root and  before  any complement  or  formative  syllables.  Either 
the radical  or the conjugation of the verb  is  liable  to be thereby modi-
fied, verbs of  the second conjugation being ordinarily given the pronomi-
nal elements  of the third, and such  desinential roots as ya, yat; 'az'h,  'af, 
'as, zeen, etc., being converted  respectively into  ta, tat; taz'h,  tat; tas,  tz03JZ, 
etc.  I  must remark, in  this connection, that such verbs as express  an 
action which, to the Indian mind, is essentially reiterated, take the itera-
tive  form, even when in their normal state, as na-skas, " I sharpen";  tlu!-
na-dces-tlz',  " I  pray."  Divested of the characteristic of iteration, Jza-skas 
is  reduced to ms-kas, which should be translated,  cc  I  sharpen  for the first 
time a new instru'ment," while tht!-dces-tli refers either to a passing suppli-
cation, as in a  moment of distress, or to the first prayer of the child. 
As for the initiative  and the terminative forms, they are obtained by 
the prefixing or infixing of the particle lzwe' for the former and 'JU' for the 
latter,  These affixes are generally incompatible with the present tense. 
They have for  effect to prefix an n to the personal elements of the verbs 
which  lack  it  while  under  their  regular  form,  and  hwe'  furthermore 
changes the pronominal  inflection  thts, characteristic of the proximate 
future, into 1ttlms, the other persons of that tense  being also proportion-
ately altered.  So, from msten, "  I  work,"  we get  for  the initiative lZ'lfJe'-
nmsten, "I begin to work ,;  and for  the terminative  7Ze'lzmsten,  "I have  .'  . 
stopped working,"  while  to  translate  "I will  presently commence  to 
work," we  will  have  to say:  ltwe'1Zthas~it; instead of hwe·-thts~z'f.  Both 
forms  are,  as  far as  I  know,  proper to the  Carrier dialect. 
By plural  I  mean  a  certain  form  whereby  a  verb  is  made to  refer 
to an  act  exercised  repeatedly or  in  connection with several  objects, 
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structure of the  iterative or  the objective  verbs.  Its  distinctive  ele-
ment is  nee,  sometimes  inflected  into  ne,  which  occasionally slightly 
modifies  the desinential  radical.  So  Izwe-dees-kes  means  "I  attach" 
(viz.  to  a  rope  hanging down),  and  demands  a  singular complement, 
while  hwe-nm-dmskmz  has  the  same signification,  but  must  follow  a 
plural complement.  In like manner m-~e-skes, "I write"  (lit. indefinite-
on-I  draw),  points to a  single sign or cluster of signs  as  the result of 
my  action.  By altering  it  into  (J3-~e-ne-skmz  we  obtain  a  verb  like-
wise signifying  "I write,"  but implying  many words  or pages  as  its 
complement.  This form  is  applicable only  to  a  limited  number of 
verbs. 
The last form  01.1  our  list  is  the impersonal.  It renders  the verb 
impersonal  both  in  structure and  in  meaning, and  yet  it cannot  be 
assimilated to the  regular impersonal verbs, because it  is  a  mere tran-
sient .modification  of verbs which  are  of  themselves  personal.  Its use 
is limited  to  a  few verbs, as  mt-ni, " he says," which can be transformed 
into llwot-ni;  ne-c8ten,  (f he does," into 1te-hwoten;  mtqa, "he is affected," 
into  Itutqa,  etc., the exact translation  of whfch  latter terms is impossi-
ble either in  English or in  French.  Hwotni is  almost the equivalent of 
" on dit,"  but is still  more  indefinite  in  meaning, and  I  confess  my in-
ability to find  in either Latin, French or English synonyms of ne-hwoten 
and hutqa.  . 
Besides the above  modificative forms, there are  in  Dene what  I  may 
call double or composite forms;  that  is,  a  verb  is liable to be affected 
by two or  more  forms  simultaneously.  Thus  in  te-na-1zms-tzih  (from 
te-n()3S-zmn),  we  have  both  the  iterative  and  the  usitative  combined; 
while 1Za-tl-chmk is simply  the verb  msc/tilt modified by three forms:  the 
iterative (na),  the potential (tl) and the usitative (chrek). 
All these forms, whether simple or complex, affect the structure of the 
verb in a transient or accidental manner, none of them-except, of course, 
the affirmative-·  being necessary to its existence.  Should we now wish to 
dassify the Dene verbs on the basis of the peculiarities of their terminal 
roots considered as normal desinences, we will  find five principal  groups 
.of verbal terms, including objective, locomotive and instrumentative verbs, 
together with verbs of rest, which are in turn divided into verbs of station 
and verbs  of cubation.  I  beg to be excused from enumerating the well-
nigh numberless desinential forms assumable by each of these groups:)!.  I 
shall confine myself to the following brief remarks :-
*To give an idea of their number, it may suffice to state that each locomotive verb is modifiable 
by no less than 78 desinential variations, which are in turn multipliable by the number of prefixes 
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The signification of the objective verbs is determined by the particles 
prefixed to their personal or pronominal elements, and the nature of their 
.complement, expressed or implied, by their desinential root.  This applies 
also to the verbs of station. 
The radical  of the  instrumentative verbs  denotes  the instrument or 
medium employed to perform the action expressed by the verb, while the 
prefix points to the manner in which said  action has been accomplished. 
As for the verbs of locomotion, their final determines the nature of the 
subject, while the particle preceding the pronominal crement  indicates 
the  direction or extent of the  locomotion.  Materially  speaking, verbs 
belonging to the same group and having the same signification are apt to 
become, through their desinen  tial  modifications, almost  unrecognizable. 
Niya, for instance, means" he (human being) walks," and when referring, 
let us say, to the human  mind, it will  be altered into 1U13dw!-tswt, with 
exactly the same signification.  . 
A  verb modified  by any of these  last  terminological  inflections  may 
furthermore be affected by any of the several forms which I have described 
above. 
Lastly, considered grammatically and  without  any reference to their 
etymology, the Dene  verbs  may be divided  into transitive, intransitive, 
passive, unipersonal  and defective.  With the exception  of the defectiv~ 
and a  few  passive verbs, none  of these  voices  have, as  such, any fixed 
characteristic embodied in the conjugation.  The passive exists in Dent!, 
but  for  a  limited  number  of verbs  only.  It changes  a  verb  of the 
second into one of the third  conjugation.  Ex.: ws'a,  "I order"; ce:ra, 
«  I  am ordered,"*  Quite as commonly, however, verbs  tha.t  are passive 
in English are of the first conjugation in Dene, as tmzkwlt, tf it is burnt"; 
kccltthmk, " it is broken," etc.  . 
CHAPTER  VIII. 
MISCELLANEOUS  NOTES. 
There is hardly any difficulty worth recording in connection  with the 
·syntax of the Dene dialects, which is as simple as the machinery of their 
'Verbs is complicated.  And no wonder: cases and substantival  gende.rs, 
which  are  ordinarily  the  occasion  of  syntactic  irregularities,  being 
unknown, it is but natural that the  difficulties that  spring therefrom be 
equally wanting. 
* Compare the pronominal mutation of this verb with that ot its Latin synonym: /ztb-eo,  l1!8-'a ; 
jub-eor)  l1!Z-'a. 
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Phraseological  construction  might at first  appear somewhat puzzling 
to the student, yet it is as simple as that of our own English.  To under-
stand  it,  we  have  only  to bear in  mind  that  in  Dene  the  governed 
word, be it direct or indirect complement, always precedes the governing. 
As cl. consequence, to translate almost any English sentence, or part of sen-
tence, it is often sufficient to remark the order of priority observed between 
its  component  parts,  and  then  dispose  the Dene words  in  exactly the 
inverse order.  The possessive and completive pronouns, being essentially 
connected with the nouns, are-together with the subjective substantive-
alone  excepted  from  this  rule.  Supposing,  therefore, that we  have  to 
translate this  sentence:  I  departed  only after  I  had  well  covered  with 
warm blankets  my dear  little  children.  We  first  read the words  back-
wards, observing to join the possessive pronouns to the nouns they deter-
mine:  My-children  little  dear blankets  warm  well  I-had-covered-with 
after only I-departed.  Now it simply remains with us to translate word 
after  word,  thus;  S-cezkhrfhklte  yaz pcekrfsshze  Iscet  scezcel  SUcllO  pcerau-
zastcez !tukzvit-az za lzwesll:Jla.  . 
The nature  and  place  in the sentence of the completive  pronouns  is 
the only syntactic particular that  might be said  to offer  any  real  diffi-
culty.  Direct completive pronouns are incorporated  in the verb, just im-
mediately before the personal  element, while the indirect complement  is 
generally prefixed to the initial radical.  Ex.: s-ra-e-nbt-'ai, " he gave it to 
me j" Ya3-ra-re-yt-"al,  "he did not give it to  him."  It will  be remarked 
that these  verbs combine in  their formative elements-1st, the personal 
pronoun  (ntn, yt);  2nd, the direct completive pronoun (e, y£);  yd, the 
indirect  completive  pronoun (s, ym),  in  addition  to which  we find also 
incorporated therein:  4th, the negative  particle (re of the  last  example) 
Another feature of the Dene syntax is that these  completive pronouns 
are never expressed in connection with any but the third person singular 
or plural, while some verbs never admit of their  incorporation  into their 
elements unless they be of the  plural number.  Thus  mschltt, dmsJti, etc.} 
may mean either" I  took, I  told," or" I  took it, him or her,  I  told  him 
or her," according to  the context.  As  a  compensation, the  direct com-
pletive pronouns find place in many a  Dene verb, the English equivalent 
of which is unrelated  to any pronominal complement.  Thus, for  "God 
made man," we  must  say," God man  made-him j"  "he took  his  pipe," 
must be turned, his (own) pipe he-took-it." 
These few remarks  will, I  hope, suffice to  give  an  idea  of the Dene 
syntax.  Shall I  now say a  word  about  the idiotisms of the language? 
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to select from.  In fact, I  might  almost say that  the  Dene dialects  are 
mainly composed of idiotisms, since, in the words of Dr, Trumbull, "it is 
nearly impossible to find an Indian name or verb which admits of exact 
translation by an English name or verb."*  Among many phraseological 
peculiarities, we  find,  in  Carrier, such  expressions as sham yatthG3k, " he 
speaks  a  song," that is:  he  sings  an  old  air with improvised  words; 
tsiJla  scelN,  « it  becomes  all,"  for:  the supply  is  exhausted;  upa tZ(8.t 
c.edisqa, " I  said badly for him," meaning: my words shocked him;  all- spa 
hwe dtni Izwuycu, literally:  not for-me thereby thou-sayest there-is (not), 
which is equivalent to: I  do not know what you mean. 
Without cultivating rhetoric, some Denes are genuine orators.  To add 
to the forcibleness  of their speech, they generally have  recourse to com-
parisons drawn  from  their  daily surroundings, and from  the vegetable 
and animal worlds.  Moreover, their  language  itself is  not  deficient  in 
figurative expressions, as the following phrases, which are in commun use 
among the Carriers, will show :-Pcet  scezitre, " sleep kills me,"  for: I  am 
very sleepy; netai angra7z,  "famine. murders us," for:  we have nothing 
to eat ;  chahwoza-i  hoh-llceshya, "I walk  with  bare stomach," -i.e.,  I  am 
fasting;  llakiJs  cesbzla,  ,t the haze of the eyes  has  made me," that is:  I 
am snow blind;  zttzt-scetts.z: "his heart is acrid," for:  he is  acrimoniously 
disposed;  sce,t-lliya, "he walks alone," meaning: he is a  bachelor; 'az sta, 
" she stays out," 'i.e.,  she has her  menses, etc.  This  last  expt-ession is  a 
reminiscence of the custom which among the Carriers  forbade the use of 
the paternal or marital lodge to a  female  having her monthly flow:!, 
Some  words  of their  language  likewise  owe  their  origin  to  fiction. 
Thus  they call  lta-pe·-tcen-kre,  "packed-back-with,"  a  species of large-
flaked  snow  which  falls in the spring, when  the  migratory birds  make 
their  first  reappearance, insinuating thereby that it  is dropped by them 
upon their arrival to their summer home. 
All  of these words and idiotisms  are  proper to the Carriers.  Other 
dialects of the same linguistic group are equally well stocked with imaged 
or  figurative  expressions  which  are  sometimes the  equivalents  of the 
above, though  more  generally they differ  therefrom.  For, although the 
various  dialects  are  so  closely  co-related as  to  present  to  the  investi-
gator innumerable signs  of  unmistakable  affinity, yet it would  be  erro-
neous to imagine  that they have  individually no distinctive  characteris-
tics.  The comparative  philologist would even find  therein grammatical 
differences  which might  be  of the gl'eatest  importance as conducive to 
* APZld Introd. Study of Lang. 2d. Eel.  p. 62. 
tSee "The vVestern  Denes," etc., Froe. Can. Inst., October, 1889, p.  162. 208  TRANSACTIONS  OF  THE  CANADIAN  INSTITUTE.  [VOL. 1. 
the  detection  of the  earliest  and  purest  idiom, and thereby the  ethno-
logist  might find his way clear  of many difficulties  while attempting to 
trace the origin and describe the migrations of the tribes that speak them. 
It  is not my intention to enter at present upon such  a study j  still I  can 
hardly close a  philological  paper, embracing in  its scope all  the dialects 
of the group without at  least  some  reference to such  grammatical  and 
etymological dissimilarities. 
If  we must admit as a principle of comparative philology deduced from 
the formation of the Romance idioms of Southern Europe, that  the mu-
tations effected  in a  language through migrations or conquest are always 
in the direction of greater simplicity, or, in  other words, from  inflective-
ness to analysis, then  I  think the dialects of the Western Denes must be 
regarded as more primitive, because  more  synthetic, than  those spoken 
by the  tribes whose  actual  territory extends east of the  Rockies.  To 
prove this assertion, it might suffice  to point to  the rules governing the 
fermation of the negative verbs in the different dialects.  In Carrier we have 
a  triple-and  often quadruple-negation, consisting of an  independent 
monosyllable and two or three inflections in the body of the verb.  These 
internal  variations are reduced to one-sometimes two- in  Chifxohtin, 
the verb being, as in Carrier, preceded by a negative particle, the co-n!la-
tive of which is in the Eastern dialects the only particular differentiating 
the negative from the affirmative.  Let us take as  an example the  verb 
"I pray."  We have in : 
CARRIER. 
Affirm.  the-na-dces-tli  n'!n-tsa-kus-ti 
Neg.  au-the-nat:dceza?s-tli  tla-ren-tsa-kuza?s-ti 
1  2  3  1  2 




So the Chippewayans and all Eastern Denes simply say:  I  pray not. 
This is far, indeed, from the doubly-or trebly-inflected negation of the 
Carriers. 
The Eastern  Denes  have also lost quite a  number of other inflections 
still existing in the Carrier  verbs.  Such  are, for  instance, the  dualistic 
pronominal inflections  of the verbs of locomotion, and of the  verbs  of 
station corresponding to the three persons of our singular, as well as the 
two last persons of the indefinite singular  of the same verbs.  Further-
more, the remarkable synthetism which we have already noticed in the 
comparative  forms  of  the primary verbal  adjectives  (su.-ilcho,  nd  a:lcho, 
etc.). no less than in their  s~x  especial  differentiating prefixes (m"n,  dtn, 1889-90.]  THE  DENE  LANGUAGES.  209 
Izwo,  etc.) ,is totally wanting in most Eastern dialects, which likewise lack 
such  synthetically formed  comparative  as  cete-llO',  cete-tiz,  cete-chu,  etc 
Time, or some other cause, has also greatly reduced in the Chippewayan, 
Hare and Loucheux idioms the number of the modificative forms of the 
objective, locomotive and instrumentative verbs.  The ordinal adjectives, 
which  still exist  in  Carrier,  have  equally disappeared  with  the. tribes' 
migrations eastwards.  It  is also worthy of remark that the Chifxohtin-
a Western dialect-which has many terminological affinities with the i-Iare 
(eastern)  dialect, h'as  similarly lost those  terms.  Nor can I  find  in  the 
Chippewayan, Slave, Hare or  Loucheux  vocabularies  any trace  of the 
Carrier inflected  numeral adjectives, il'owh, llauh, thauh, uatltoit,  that/toll, 
1lahceltoh, thahceltoh, etc., etc.  .  .  .  . 
Now, in  the same manner as the admixture of foreign elements in  the 
Latin-speaking  populations  of  the  Roman  Empire  had  for  effect  to 
gradually disintegrate, and  finally replace, by independent  particles, the 
case-endings of the  nouns,  and  the  personal  inflections  of  the  verbs, 
even so it must have  been with regard to the inflections  and synthetical 
forms which are now wanting in the speech of the Eastern Denes.  On 
the other hand, since philological researches have taught us that the more 
synthetical  is  a  language,  the stronger are  its  claims  to antiquity,  we 
must conclude  from the  foregoing  that the Carrier is the most ancient, 
and  thereby  the  purest,  of the  dialects  spoken  by the various  Dene 
tribes. 
This comparative purity, however, should  be  understood of its gram-
matical, or organic, not  lexical, features;  for  there  al'e  not  among the 
Carriers two  villages  the inhabitants  of which speak exactly the  same 
language.  Strange to say, these differences  bear more especially on the 
most important part of speech, the verb, its conjugations, and  its  nega-
tive elements.  Thus, while a  Carrier of Stuart's Lake says:  azt  fttEztEz-
X,,-VtES,  I  do  not cough;  a  native of Fraser's Lake will  say, aN ahatcezce-
ta!Xwces, and  a  Babine Indian so' hwatcezcekifxwces. 
From so important dissimilarities in the actual speech of homogeneous 
Indians, whose country is contiguous, one might be tempted to infer that 
their language is not of a  very stable character, inasmuch as that of  some 
Eastern  Aborigines  is represented as  wonderfully changeable.*  Yet  I 
hardly think it to  be the case.  I  even  believe  that  it  can  be  safely 
affirmed that  the  Dene idioms have  not varied  more  during  the  last 
hundred years than either  English or French ever did  during  an  equal 
space of time previous to the sixteenth century. 
* Introduct. Study Ind. Lang., 2d Ed., p. 63,  text and note. 210  TRANSACTIONS  OF  THE  CANADIAN  INSTITUTE.  [VOL.  1. 
To enable the reader to judge for himself, and, at the same time, to give 
him an  opportunity of appreciating  the  latent  forces which  are  acting 
upon the language of our Indians, I  shall lay before him lists of the Car-
rier words that have undergone any variation during the present century.*" 
They are of two kinds:  there are those the vocalic or  transmutable ele-
ments of whidh have  been corrupted into their  present  form, and those 
that have been replaced by entirely new words.  To the first class belong 
the following :-
Old words (IOO years ago). 
tif, crane 
thif, berry-basket (bark) 
fceNn, Elog 
ce[thceNn, bow 
toone-thmNn, old  man 
choontsmNn, pine (Pimts resinosaj 
ninlmNn, it flows 
tmtaNn, duck 
taltaNn, torch 












and  their  derivatives,  together  with  a  few  other  terms  of  similar 
desinence. 
That  changes  in  an  American  language  are  not  restricted  to  the 
inflexible syllables of a  word  will be shown by the  following terms, most 




tsoNntzif,  ice breaker 
ni-yutse (he barks inland), coyote 
xaih-pa-tsa, red fox 
sms-e.1mf, brown or cross bear 
~en-tsi, species of red willow 
New  words. 
washi 





Of these  words, the  first  (wasld) is  evidently  a  loan word  borrowed 
from the language of the Carriers' neighbors, the Skeena Kitiksons, who 
* I  base my computation of time upon the age of my informants.  One of them, who died two 
years ago, was close to 100 years old, since he had clear recollection of the advent in this country 
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say welt', for" lynx."  Tsol1ntziiis no more understood, except by elderly 
people, while  tli-:),utse is  still  in  use among some  Carriers.  As for the 
three last words on our list, they are striking instances of the tendency of 
a  language to resolve  its  original  synthesis  into  analysis  whenever the 
people  that  speak  it  are  brought  into  contact  with  an  alien  race. 
xaz'h--pa-tsa is a synthetic compound, m(!aning "he cries for daybreak," and 
alludes to the nocturnal barking of the red fox.  By dint  of hearing the 
French or English name  of that  animal  pronounced  by the  H. B.  Co. 
traders,  the  Carriers  have  imperceptibly  dropped  their  own  synthetic 
vocable  to  adopt  the  foreign  analytic  expression,  and  they  now  in-
variably say  tla7zkcez  tcclkam, "fox (he is) red."  Same remark applies to 
the two other words.  . 
PHILOLOGICAL CONCLUSIONS. 
Let us now recapitulate. 
The  philologist who  has had  the patience  to  peruse  attentively  the 
foregoing pages will find, I  hope, little difficulty in deducing there  from the 
following  conclusions;-
IST.-The Dene languages agree with  most American idioms through 
the polysynthetism which pervades all  their composite words,  and more 
especially  their verbs. 
2ND.-They  also  resemble the, Turanian  tongues  on  account  of the 
monosyllabism  of  most of  their  roots,  their compounding and  agglu-
tinative  processes  of word-building, the  formation of their plural and of 
their amplificative  and  diminutive,  their  law of euphonic  sequence  of 
the vowels, their  innumerable differentiating distinctions, the fundamen-
tal  rule of their  syntax, which  requires  that  the governed  word  pre-
cede  the governing, the  postpositive character  of their equivalents  for 
our prepositions, the scarcity of their terms expressive of relation or COll-
j unction, etc. 
3 RD.-We must likewise note the following features which they possess 
in common with the  Semitic languages:  the  immutableness  of  their 
initial consonants as contrasted  with their vowels, which are essentially 
transm  utable through the variou!:i dialects, the nature of their affix article, 
the number of the modificative forms of their verbs, and the grammatical 
duality of such objects as are naturally twofold. 
4TH.-Lastly, the pronominal inflections of their verbs, their mode  of 
forming the number ,( nine," as well as the character of all the interroga-
tive and of some possessive pronouns, are as many  traits of affinity with 
the Aryan languages.  Furthermore, we should remember that 212  TRANSACTIONS  OF  THE  CANADIAN  INSTITUTE.  lVOL.  L 
5TH.-They have but a limited number of words expressive of abstract-
ness, collectivity or generality. 
6TH.-]\'Iost of their  root  nouns  are  monosyllabic, though  some are 
dissyllabic. 
7TH.-The almost totality of their adjectives are regular verbs, and as 
such they invariably follow the noun they qualify. 
8TH.-The possessive pronouns  are  prefixed to the nouns they deter-
mine, and  constitute an integral part thereof. 
9TH.-The adverbs always precede the verbs. 
IOTH.-The primary, or main verbal, roots  are in  every case  the last 
syllable of the verb, the penult being invariably the pronominal or inflect-
ible  element, which may be  preceded by a  secondary radical, the  nega-
tive particle, the completive-direct, or indirect, or both-pronouns, and 
the various accessory sense-modifying affixes. 
1ITH.-The substantive verb" to be" exists in its independent  form. 
12TH-The divisions of the vel'bs into  transitive, intransitive, passive. 
etc., are purely theoretical, and have no effect upon the conjugations. 
13TH.-There are  three  conjugations with  only one  mode  and four 
primary tenses. 
14TH.-The negation is, at least, triple in Carrier, double in Chirxohtin 
and single in the Eastern dialects.  . 
15TH.-The Carrier is  the most synthetical and  inflective of all  the 
Western or Eastern dialects. 